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a b s t r a c t

A mixture preorder is a preorder on a mixture space (such as a convex set) that is compatible with the
mixing operation. In decision theoretic terms, it satisfies the central expected utility axiom of strong
independence. We consider when a mixture preorder has a multi-representation that consists of real-
valued, mixture-preserving functions. If it does, it must satisfy the mixture continuity axiom of Herstein
and Milnor (1953). Mixture continuity is sufficient for a mixture-preserving multi-representation when
the dimension of the mixture space is countable, but not when it is uncountable. Our strongest
positive result is that mixture continuity is sufficient in conjunction with a novel axiom we call
countable domination, which constrains the order complexity of the mixture preorder in terms of its
Archimedean structure. We also consider what happens when the mixture space is given its natural
weak topology. Continuity (having closed upper and lower sets) and closedness (having a closed graph)
are stronger than mixture continuity. We show that continuity is necessary but not sufficient for a
mixture preorder to have a mixture-preserving multi-representation. Closedness is also necessary; we
leave it as an open question whether it is sufficient. We end with results concerning the existence of
mixture-preserving multi-representations that consist entirely of strictly increasing functions, and a
uniqueness result.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The importance of allowing for incomplete preferences is by
ow beyond dispute. In the context of expected utility, von Neu-
ann and Morgenstern (1953, p. 630) themselves remarked, of

he completeness axiom, that it is ‘‘very dubious, whether the
dealization of reality which treats this postulate as a valid one, is
ppropriate or even convenient’’. In the first systematic treatment
f expected utility without the completeness axiom, Aumann
1962, p. 446) wrote that while all the expected utility axioms
re descriptively implausible, the completeness axiom alone is
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‘‘hard to accept even from the normative viewpoint’’. With nor-
mative questions especially in mind, we address the problem of
representing incomplete preferences by sets of utility functions.

Following Aumann (1962) and Shapley and Baucells (1998),
we suppose that preferences are given by a preorder on a mixture
space, in the sense of Hausner (1954). A mixture space is a set M
together with a mixing operation, so that for any elements x and
y in M and α ∈ [0, 1], the element xαy of M is understood to be
a mixture of x and y in which x is given weight α and y weight
1 − α. We give the standard axiomatization of mixture spaces in
Section 2. For now, the best known example involving uncertainty
is when M is the set of probability measures on some outcome
space, and xαy is taken to be the probability measure αx+(1−α)y.
More generally, any convex set, and thus any vector space, is a
mixture space, with the mixing operation defined by the same
formula.

Given a possibly incomplete preorder ≿ on mixture space M ,
a multi-representation is a nonempty set U of functions M → R
such that x ≿ y if and only if, for all u ∈ U , u(x) ≥ u(y).1

1 The concept of a multi-representation of a preorder was introduced in Ok
2002), but the general idea goes back much further. In decision theory, Bewley
1986) is perhaps the earliest explicit example. However, in the guise of a
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It is natural to require that the functions u respect the mix-
ing operation. A function u:M → M ′ between mixture spaces
s mixture preserving when u(xαy) = u(x)αu(y). In a multi-
epresentation, as we have defined it, M ′ is the vector space
f real numbers. So the question we consider is under what
onditions a preorder ≿ on M has a mixture-preserving multi-
epresentation; that is, under what conditions does it satisfy

R There is a nonempty set U of mixture-preserving functions
M → R, such that for all x, y ∈ M ,

x ≿ y ⇐⇒ u(x) ≥ u(y) for all u ∈ U .

It is well known that any mixture space is isomorphic to
convex set. Using this fact, our question is mathematically

quivalent to the question of when a preorder on a convex set
as a multi-representation consisting of affine (or even linear)
unctionals on the ambient vector space, restricted to the convex
et. We will exploit this equivalence in proofs (see Section 4.1),
ut we follow Mongin (2001) in thinking that mixture spaces are
onceptually more fundamental for decision theory. For example,
t is often easier to verify that an algebraic structure of interest to
ecision theorists is a mixture space than to show directly that it
s isomorphic to a convex set.

Much of the literature on mixture-preserving multi-
epresentations has focused on specific types of mixture spaces.
esides sets of probability measures (with different possible
ssumptions about the underlying measurable space), examples
nclude sets of Savage-acts, at least given mild structural as-
umptions (Ghirardato et al., 2003); Anscombe–Aumann acts;
harges (i.e. finitely additive measures); and vector-valued mea-
ures representing imprecise probabilities. Mixture-preserving
ulti-representations themselves come in a variety of forms.

n the popular Anscombe–Aumann setting, for example, incom-
lete preferences may be a matter of incomplete beliefs, incom-
lete tastes, or both, and multi-representations can reflect these
istinctions.2
While one could consider these different frameworks one at
time, taking into account their special features, we think it

s interesting to consider the unifying question of when one
ay obtain a mixture-preserving multi-representation of a pre-
rder on an abstract mixture space. This fits with the appeal-
ng methodology of assuming as little mathematical structure as
ossible, and addressing general questions with general tools.
To introduce our main results, let us mention two axioms that

ust clearly be satisfied for MR to hold, i.e. for the existence
f a mixture-preserving multi-representation.3 First, the preorder
ust be what we call a ‘mixture preorder’: it must satisfy what

s arguably the central axiom of expected utility theory, strong
ndependence. Strong independence is not in general a natu-
al assumption for preferences on mixture spaces; few people’s

single vector-valued function, rather than a family of scalar-valued functions,
multi-representations were envisioned but not developed in von Neumann and
Morgenstern (1953, pp. 19–20). There is no reason why the general concept of
a multi-representation has to stipulate that the codomain is the real numbers.
For an example in which it is taken to be a linearly ordered abelian group,
see Pivato (2013).
2 For examples involving incomplete beliefs, see Bewley (1986, 2002) and

Ghirardato et al. (2003). For tastes, see Dubra et al. (2004), Eliaz and Ok (2006),
Evren (2008, 2014), Gorno (2017), Hara et al. (2019) and Borie (2020). For
beliefs and tastes, see Seidenfeld et al. (1995), Nau (2006) and Ok et al. (2012).
For closely related examples, see Manzini and Mariotti (2008) (interval-valued
representations), Galaabaatar and Karni (2012) and Galaabaatar and Karni (2013)
(nonstandard preorders), and Heller (2012) (justifiable choice).
3 We define these axioms in Section 2. Slightly different versions of the two

axioms are common in the literature; we clarify some of the relationships in
Appendix A.
2

preferences satisfy it on the simplex whose points denote differ-
ent proportions of coffee, milk, and sugar. But it is a plausible
normative requirement in the examples of mixture spaces in-
troduced above, which all involve uncertainty. Second, it is not
hard to show that if a mixture preorder has a mixture-preserving
multi-representation, it must satisfy the mixture continuity ax-
iom of Herstein and Milnor (1953).

The result which sets the stage for our discussion,
Theorem 2.1, shows, we think rather surprisingly, that mixture
continuity is not sufficient for a mixture preorder to have a
mixture-preserving multi-representation. However, mixture pre-
orders that satisfy mixture continuity without having a mixture-
preserving multi-representation must be rather complicated; for
example, Theorem 2.3 shows that they must have uncountably
infinite dimension. This raises the question of whether there
are normatively natural ways of strengthening or supplementing
mixture continuity that do guarantee MR.

Our strongest positive result, Theorem 2.4, shows that, in
combination with mixture continuity, an axiom we call ‘countable
domination’ is sufficient for a mixture preorder to satisfy MR. We
provide two interpretations of this axiom. First, it is a member
of a natural but apparently novel family of decision-theoretic
axioms that constrain what we call the ‘Archimedean structure’
of the preorder. Another axiom in this family is the standard
Archimedean axiom, which is much stronger than countable
domination. Second, countable domination may be seen as a
dimensional restriction on mixture preorders that is much less
demanding than the requirement of countable dimension.

Our strongest negative result, Theorem 2.5, considers what
happens if we impose a topology on mixture spaces and upgrade
mixture continuity to a stronger continuity condition. It notes
that any mixture preorder that satisfies MR must be both contin-
uous and closed in the weak topology, understood as the coarsest
topology on the mixture space in which the real-valued mixture-
preserving functions are continuous. However, more surprisingly,
it also shows that being continuous is not sufficient for MR. We
leave it as an open question whether being closed is sufficient.

Section 2 states our axioms more formally and presents our
main results. Section 2.1 relates them to the most immediately
relevant literature, showing how they extend results of Shap-
ley and Baucells (1998) and answer a question posed by Dubra
et al. (2004). Section 3 discusses the interpretation of countable
domination. Section 4 provides proofs of our main results; it em-
phasizes the central ideas, appealing to a series of auxiliary results
whose proofs we defer to Appendix C. Section 5 refines our results
by considering two topics. Section 5.1 presents results concern-
ing the existence of mixture-preserving multi-representations
that consist entirely of strictly increasing functions, and relates
them (in Section 5.1.1) to results by Aumann (1962), Kannai
(1963), Dubra et al. (2004), Evren (2014) and Gorno (2017).
Section 5.2 presents a uniqueness result for mixture-preserving
multi-representations that is an abstract version of the unique-
ness result of Dubra et al. (2004). Appendix A explains the con-
nection between our axioms and other independence and con-
tinuity axioms common in the literature. Appendix B provides
a geometrical interpretation of our discussion of Archimedean
structures. And, as we mentioned, Appendix C contains proofs of
the auxiliary results.

It might seem that the problem we are addressing was settled
by Shapley and Baucells (1998, Theorem 1.8). In a result that is
still quoted, they claimed that a condition they called ‘properness’
is necessary and sufficient for a mixture-continuous mixture pre-
order to have a mixture-preserving multi-representation. We dis-
cuss properness further in Section 2.1, but, notwithstanding the
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mportance of their contribution, the necessity part of this claim
s mistaken when the mixture space has infinite dimension.4

Finally, we acknowledge the centrality to our results of the
ork of Klee (1953).

. Main results

A mixture space is a nonempty set M together with a mixing
peration m:M × M × [0, 1] → M that satisfies axioms shortly
o be described. As is customary, when the mixing operation is
nderstood, we write xαy for m(x, y, α). The axioms are then: (i)
αy = y(1 − α)x; (ii) xαx = x; (iii) if xαz = yαz for some α ̸= 0,
then x = y; and (iv) xα(yβz) = (x α

α+β−αβ
y)(α +β −αβ)z if α and

β are not both zero.5 These axioms describe abstract features of
convex subsets of vector spaces, where the mixing operation is
given by xαy = αx+ (1−α)y. The first three are self-explanatory,
and the last is an associativity axiom.

We will need the notion of the dimension of a mixture space.
The standard definition (Hausner, 1954) reduces to the case of
convex sets (see Section 4.1). However, it is more in the spirit of
our focus on mixture spaces to provide a characterization directly
in terms of the mixture-space structure. Given a mixture space M ,
say that M ′

⊂ M is a mixture subspace of M if it is a mixture space
under the mixing operation inherited from M . For any nonempty
A ⊂ M , letM(A) be the smallest mixture subspace ofM containing
A. Say that A is mixture independent if, for any nonempty A1, A2 ⊂

A, A1 ∩ A2 = ∅ H⇒ M(A1) ∩ M(A2) = ∅.6 We define the
dimension of M , written dimM , to be |A| − 1 for any maximal
mixture-independent subset A. In Section 4.2.1 we show this is
well defined and equivalent to the customary definition.

A mixture preorder is a preorder ≿ on a mixture space M that
is compatible with the mixing operation in that it satisfies the
following axiom:

SI For x, y, z ∈ M , and α ∈ (0, 1), x ≿ y ⇐⇒ xαz ≿ yαz.

A preordered mixture space is a pair (M,≿) where M is a mixture
space and ≿ is a mixture preorder on M .7 When M is a convex
set of probability measures, SI is strong independence, arguably the
central axiom of expected utility theory.

We are interested in the question: when does a mixture pre-
order have a mixture-preserving multi-representation?

Consider the following axiom, introduced by Aumann (1962).8

4 This was noted in Evren (2005, Ex. 3.5). In our Example 3.1, it is instructive
o verify that the mixture preorder always has a mixture-preserving multi-
epresentation, but is never proper when |S| is infinite. We are grateful to Eric
anan for discussion.
5 These are a reordering of the axioms given by Hausner (1954). Mixture

ets, as used for expected utility theory in e.g. Herstein and Milnor (1953)
nd Fishburn (1970, 1982) are more general. Terminology varies; Mongin (2001)
ses ‘non-degenerate mixture sets’ for what we are calling mixture spaces. In our
erminology, despite the greater generality of mixture sets, Mongin recommends
ocusing on mixture spaces for the development of decision theory.
6 This is analogous to the following characterization of linear independence
f a subset B of a vector space: for any B1, B2 ⊂ B, B1 ∩ B2 = ∅ H⇒

span(B1) ∩ span(B2) = {0}.
7 We note in passing that, if (M,≿) is a preordered mixture space, then the

quotient M/∼ is also naturally a preordered mixture space, and its mixture
preorder ≿′ is actually a partial order (x ∼

′ y H⇒ x = y). Namely, if
[x] ∈ M/∼ denotes the indifference class of x ∈ M , then mixing is defined
by [x]α[y] = [xαy], and ≿′ is defined by [x] ≿′

[y] ⇐⇒ x ≿ y. For many
purposes it suffices to consider M/∼ rather than M . In particular, it is not hard
to see that ≿ satisfies MR if and only if ≿′ does. But we will focus on M itself.
8 However, Aumann (1962) regarded MC as too strong for his purposes, and

instead focused on, in our labelling:

Au For x, y, z ∈ M , if xαy ≻ z for all α ∈ (0, 1], then z ̸≻ y.

This axiom is strong enough to rule out, for example, the lexicographic ordering
of the unit square. But as well as being weaker than MC, for mixture preorders,
Au is also weaker than the axiom Ar discussed below. We discuss Aumann’s
results further in Section 5.1.1.
 i

3

MC For x, y, z ∈ M , if xαy ≻ z for all α ∈ (0, 1], then y ≿ z.

As Aumann noted, for mixture preorders, MC is equivalent to
the well-known mixture continuity axiom of Herstein and Milnor
(1953), that {α ∈ [0, 1] : xαy ≿ z} and {α ∈ [0, 1] : z ≿ xαy} are
closed in [0, 1] for all x, y, z ∈ M .9

Our interest in the axiom MC is prompted by the trivial ob-
servation, recorded in the following, that MC is necessary for MR.
However, to our surprise, MC is not sufficient:

Theorem 2.1. For any preordered mixture space (M,≿),

MR H⇒ MC,

but the implication is not reversible.

The failure of reversibility is in fact quite general.

Theorem 2.2. Every mixture space of uncountable dimension has
a mixture preorder that satisfies MC but violates MR.

This raises the question: how might MC be strengthened to
guarantee a mixture-preserving multi-representation? We will
consider a range of conditions that are stronger than MC. Some
we will show are sufficient for a mixture-preserving multi-
representation, but not necessary. Others are necessary, but not
sufficient. We do not know of a nontrivial condition that is
necessary and sufficient, but one of our results will suggest a
natural candidate.

A first sufficient condition for MR is suggested by Theorem 2.2:
we simply strengthen MC by assuming in addition that dimM is
countable. (Recall that countable means either finite or countably
infinite.)

Theorem 2.3. For any preordered mixture space (M,≿),

MC &dimM is countable H⇒ MR,

but the implication is not reversible.

The assumption of countable dimension in this result is clearly
much stronger than necessary. We will give some examples in
Section 3: in particular, Example 3.6 provides two simple ways in
which a preordered mixture space of countable dimension that
satisfies MC, and consequently MR, can be blown up to one of
arbitrarily large dimension that still satisfies both MC and MR.

Instead, our weakest sufficient condition involves an appar-
ently novel axiom that we call countable domination (CD). We
state it now but will discuss its significance at length in Section 3;
in short, it strictly weakens the assumption that dimM is count-
able, and can also be seen as a much weaker form of the standard
Archimedean axiom.

Let Γ≿ ⊂ M × M be the graph of the mixture preorder ≿:
it consists of pairs (x, y) with x ≿ y. For any (x, y) and (s, t) in
Γ≿, say that (x, y) weakly dominates (s, t) if xαt ≿ yαs for some
α ∈ (0, 1). The relation of weak domination is a preorder on
Γ≿ (see Appendix B). A natural interpretation is that when (x, y)
weakly dominates (s, t), the (weakly positive) difference in value
between s and t is at most finitely many times greater than that
between x and y. Our axiom is

CD There is a countable set D ⊂ Γ≿ such that each (s, t) ∈ Γ≿

is weakly dominated by some (x, y) ∈ D.

Our strongest positive result is

9 See Section 2.1 and Appendix A for further clarification of the connection
etween MC, the Herstein–Milnor axiom, and the related axiom WCon used
y Shapley and Baucells (1998) and Dubra et al. (2004). In particular, we explain
n Lemma A.1(iii) why they are all equivalent for mixture preorders.
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heorem 2.4. For any preordered mixture space (M,≿),

MC& CD H⇒ MR,

but the implication is not reversible.

Instead of adding to MC a condition such as CD, we might
impose a topology on the mixture space, and upgrade MC to a
stronger continuity condition.

Given an arbitrary topological space M , we say that a preorder
≿ on M is continuous if, for all x ∈ M , the sets {y ∈ M : y ≿ x}
and {y ∈ M : x ≿ y} are closed in M . A stronger continuity-like
condition that is sometimes used is that the graph Γ≿ is closed in
the product topology on M × M; in this case we simply say that
≿ is closed.10 Thus we study the following axioms.

Con ≿ is continuous.

Cl ≿ is closed.

Specific examples of mixture spaces (like sets of probabil-
ity measures) may suggest specific topologies (see Section 2.1).
However, we will focus on what we call the weak topology,
hich makes sense for any mixture space. By definition, it is the
oarsest topology (i.e. containing the fewest open sets) such that
ll the mixture-preserving functions M → R are continuous.
ee Remark 2.6 for more on our terminology. The interest of the
eak topology comes from the fact that it makes both Cl and Con

nto necessary conditions for MR, as the following elaboration of
heorem 2.1 explains.

heorem 2.5. For any preordered mixture space (M,≿) in which
M has the weak topology,

MR H⇒ Cl H⇒ Con H⇒ MC,

but the second and third implications are not reversible.

As before, the displayed implications are easily proved and
essentially well known; the novelty lies in the failures of re-
versibility.11 In particular, Theorem 2.5 shows that Con is still
not sufficient for MR. This is our strongest negative result; it is
somewhat delicate because Con, unlike MC, does entail MR when,
for example, M is a vector space (see Remark 4.13). For us, it is an
open question whether Cl and MR are equivalent. Of course, by
Theorem 2.4, all four conditions are equivalent when CD holds.

Remark 2.6. A vector space V is a mixture space, so, as we
have defined it, the weak topology on V is the coarsest one that
makes every mixture-preserving function V → R continuous.
Equivalently, it is the coarsest topology on V that makes every lin-
ear functional on V continuous, since a function on V is mixture
preserving if and only if it is affine (i.e. linear plus a constant).

In the vector space case, there are, of course, a variety of weak
topologies, each induced by a given subspace of linear functionals.
Similarly, there are a variety of weak topologies on mixture
spaces, corresponding to subspaces of mixture-preserving func-
tions. But unless otherwise stated, we will not be discussing other

10 In the study of arbitrary preorders on topological spaces, the distinction
etween these two forms of continuity is standard, but terminology varies. For
xample, Evren and Ok (2011) use ‘semicontinuous’ and ‘continuous’ for our
continuous’ and ‘closed’ respectively. Bosi and Herden (2016) use ‘semi-closed’
nd ‘closed’.
11 Given the displayed implications (which in fact hold for any reasonable
opology (see Lemma 4.10)), and our interest in obtaining MR from natural
onditions, one might ask what the interest is of the negative results about MC
nd Con; why not just focus on Cl? A standard answer is that it is of interest
o find the weakest natural condition that suffices. We can add that in our
xperience, Cl is generally much harder to verify with respect to both the weak
opology, and many reasonable topologies, than Con and the even simpler MC.
4

weak topologies, hence our use of the term the weak topology.
Other basic features of the weak topology on a mixture space are
noted in Lemma C.2 in Appendix C.

Following discussion of our axiom CD in Section 3, Section 4
presents proofs of the above results, while relegating technical
work to Appendix C. Section 5 refines the picture in two ways.
First, if (M,≿) is a preordered mixture space, we say that a
function f :M → R is increasing if x ≿ y implies f (x) ≥ f (y),
and strictly increasing if, in addition, x ≻ y implies f (x) > f (y). A
mixture-preserving multi-representation clearly consists of func-
tions that are increasing, but they need not be strictly increasing.
Section 5.1 gives results concerning the existence of mixture-
preserving multi-representations that contain only strictly in-
creasing functions. Second, Section 5.2 provides a uniqueness
result for mixture-preserving multi-representations that is essen-
tially an abstract version of the uniqueness result given by Dubra
et al. (2004).

2.1. Related literature

In Section 1 we noted the wide variety of types of mixture
spaces, and forms of mixture-preserving multi-representations,
that have been discussed. While it would be desirable to consider
whether our abstract results have applications in all of those
areas, that project lies well beyond the scope of this article.
Instead, we will first discuss how our results improve on those
of Shapley and Baucells (1998), and then present one application:
we explain how one of our results solves a problem left open by
the influential work of Dubra et al. (2004).

Our basic objects of study are preorders on mixture spaces
that satisfy SI and MC. It is common – and is done so specifically
by Shapley and Baucells, and Dubra et al.– to focus on a slightly
different set of basic axioms; we refer to these as ‘independence’
(Ind), which is strictly weaker than SI, and ‘weak continuity’
(WCon), which is strictly stronger than MC. However, our axioms
SI and MC are together equivalent to their axioms Ind and WCon.
This equivalence seems to have been known already by Shapley
and Baucells (see their note 1), but since formal statements and
proofs are hard to find, we provide details in Appendix A. For ease
of comparison, we take the liberty of presenting their results in
terms of our axioms and terminology.

Shapley and Baucells used a standard embedding theorem
to show that any mixture preorder is naturally associated with
an essentially unique convex cone. We explain this technique,
which we will also use, in Section 4.1. They called a mixture
preorder ‘proper’ if its cone has a nonempty relative algebraic
interior; see Section 4.2.4 for the definition. Their main result
on mixture-preserving multi-representations showed that every
proper mixture preorder that satisfies MC also satisfies MR. As
Shapley and Baucells observed, properness holds automatically
when the mixture space is finite-dimensional. Thus they effec-
tively proved a weaker version of our Theorem 2.3, in which
‘countable’ is replaced by ‘finite’. More importantly, our Theo-
rem 2.4 strengthens their main result, as our axiom CD is much
weaker than their assumption of properness. Indeed, properness
is equivalent to a strengthening of CD that we call ‘singleton
domination’ (SD), to be introduced in Section 3.

The assumption of properness was criticized by Dubra et al.
(2004, p. 127): ‘‘Unfortunately, it is not at all easy to see what sort
of a primitive axiom on a preference relation would support such
a technical requirement’’. Our axioms CD and SD are not subject
to this kind of criticism. They are formulated directly in terms of
the preorder, and, as we explain in Section 3, they are members of
a natural family of axioms that place limits on the complexity of
the preorder in terms of its Archimedean structure. The standard
Archimedean axiom is a much stronger axiom of this type.
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Dubra et al. (2004) consider the mixture space M = P(X) of
Borel probability measures on a compact metric space X . Let C(X)
be the set of continuous functions X → R. They endow P(X)
with the narrow topology (or what Dubra et al. call the topology
of weak convergence): the coarsest topology such that all the
functions P(X) → R, defined by integrating against functions
in C(X), are continuous.12 Their expected multi-utility theorem
shows that Cl is enough to ensure that any mixture preorder on
M has a mixture-preserving multi-representation that consists
of expectational functions: functions of the form p ↦→

∫
X u dp

for some u ∈ C(X).13 They raise the question of whether this
esult would hold if Cl was weakened to Con or MC, noting only
hat MC is enough when X is a finite set.14 Our Theorem 2.2
hows that Cl cannot be weakened to MC in their expected multi-
tility theorem, since when X is infinite, P(X) has uncountable
imension. We do not know whether Cl can be weakened to Con
n their result, but Theorem 2.5 (see further Remark 4.13) shows
hat there can be no general inference from Con to Cl.15

There is large body of literature on the general question of
hen a preorder on an arbitrary topological space has a con-
inuous multi-representation (a condition we call CMR). In re-
uiring a mixing-structure, along with mixture-preserving multi-
epresentations, the focus of this article has been different. In
he general setting, it is well-known that being closed is not
ufficient for CMR. As far as we know, the strongest necessary
ondition for CMR to hold is given by Bosi and Herden (2016),
nder the assumption that the topology is first countable. Bosi
nd Herden remark that they do not see any possibility for sat-
sfactorily avoiding that assumption. Turning back to our setting,
he weakest sufficient condition we have for MR to hold is the
onjunction of MC and another type of countability condition, CD.
espite the fact that CD is clearly a long way from necessary for
R, we likewise do not see a satisfactory strategy for weakening

t.

. Countable domination

We now discuss our axiom CD, and provide some examples.
irst, we show that it is a natural weakening of the well-known
rchimedean axiom, and connect it with the idea of Archimedean
lasses. Second, we discuss the extent to which it weakens the
ssumption that M has countable dimension.

.1. Countable domination as a weak Archimedean axiom

To better understand CD, we now introduce two more axioms
hat are in the same natural class. As we will explain, the ax-
oms in this class can be interpreted as constraining the order
omplexity of mixture preorders.
Given a preordered mixture space (M,≿), let Γ≻ ⊂ Γ≿ consists

f pairs (x, y) with x ≻ y. Our first axiom is the following.

12 When X is finite, the narrow topology is equal to what we have called the
eak topology; when X is infinite, it is more coarse, i.e. contains fewer open
ets, strengthening Con and Cl. As well as by Dubra et al., this strengthened
orm of Cl is used in the context of multi-representations by e.g. Ghirardato
t al. (2003), Ok et al. (2012) and Gorno (2017).
13 Their result contains more detail than this. For discussion and further
laboration, see Evren (2008) and Hara et al. (2019).
14 This follows from the result about finite dimensionality due to Shapley
nd Baucells (1998) noted above, since every P(X) with X finite is a finite-
imensional mixture space (of dimension |X | − 1). The Shapley and Baucells
esult is slightly stronger though, as not every finite-dimensional mixture space
s isomorphic to some P(X). For example, (0, 1) is a one-dimensional mixture
pace but it is not isomorphic to P({0, 1}) ∼= [0, 1].
15 In addition, our Example 4.14 can be modified to show that their result
oes not hold when Cl is weakened to Con and M is allowed to be an arbitrary
onvex subset of P(X).
5

r Every (x, y) ∈ Γ≻ weakly dominates every (s, t) ∈ Γ≿.

t is not hard to show that, for mixture preorders, Ar is equivalent
o the Archimedean axiom as stated by von Neumann and Morgen-
stern (1953): if x ≻ y and y ≻ z, then xαz ≻ y and y ≻ xβz for
some α and β in (0, 1). We give a proof in Appendix A, Lemma A.2.

Our second axiom is notable because of its close connection to
the approach of Shapley and Baucells (1998); see Section 2.1. We
call this apparently novel axiom singleton domination.

SD There is some (x, y) ∈ Γ≿ that weakly dominates every
(s, t) ∈ Γ≿.

Both of these axioms are stronger than CD:

Ar H⇒ SD H⇒ CD.

The first implication is trivial when Γ≻ is nonempty. When it
is empty, both Ar and SD hold automatically, in the latter case
because every (x, x) in Γ≿ weakly dominates every (s, t) in Γ≿.
For the second implication, notice that SD is the special case of CD
when D is a singleton. The implications, however, are irreversible,
as shown by the next example. Further examples contrasting Ar,
SD and CD will be given below.

Example 3.1. Let S be a non-empty set, and M = RS
0, the vector

space of finitely-supported functions S → R. As a vector space, it
is also a mixture space. Define a mixture preorder on M by

f ≿ g ⇐⇒ f (s) ≥ g(s) for all s ∈ S.

Then ≿ satisfies MC. It satisfies Ar if and only if |S| = 1. It
satisfies SD if and only if |S| is finite; it satisfies CD if and only
if |S| is countable. To illustrate when |S| is countable, define D =

{(1A, 0) : A ⊂ S, A finite}, where 1A ∈ M is the characteristic
function of A. Then D is a countable subset of Γ≿, and each (f , g) ∈

Γ≿ is weakly dominated by the element (1supp(f−g), 0) of D.

The axioms Ar, SD, and CD can also be reformulated in terms
of ‘Archimedean classes’, an idea usually developed in the context
of ordered groups or vector spaces (see e.g. Hausner and Wendel,
1952). In the present context of preordered mixture spaces, let us
say two pairs (x, y) and (s, t) in Γ≿ are in the same Archimedean
class if each weakly dominates the other (this is an equivalence
relation, since weak domination is a preorder). Write [(x, y)]
for the Archimedean class of (x, y), and let Π≿ be the set of
Archimedean classes in Γ≿. What we call the Archimedean struc-
ture of a mixture preorder ≿ is the partially ordered set (Π≿, ≥)
here [(x, y)] ≥ [(s, t)] if and only if (s, t) weakly dominates
x, y).16 Note that Π≿ always contains a maximal element, the
ingle Archimedean class consisting of all pairs (x, y) with x ∼ y.
As the following easily proved equivalences show, Ar, SD, and
CD can all be seen as placing limits on the complexity of the
Archimedean structure.

(a) ≿ satisfies Ar if and only if (Π≿, ≥) has at most two ele-
ments.

(b) ≿ satisfies SD if and only if (Π≿, ≥) contains a minimum
element.

(c) ≿ satisfies CD if and only if (Π≿, ≥) contains a countable
coinitial subset.17

16 The direction of the inequality may be surprising, but it is standard in the
related literature on valuation theory, and may be thought of as saying that
(s, t) comes earlier in order of importance than (x, y).
17 Recall that a subset S ′ of a preordered set (S,≿S ) is coinitial if and only if,
for every s ∈ S, there exists s′ ∈ S ′ with s ≿ s′ .
S
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pecifically, if CD holds with respect to a countable D ⊂ Γ≿, then
{[(x, y)] : (x, y) ∈ D} is a countable coinitial subset of Π≿.

There are of course many other ways of limiting the com-
plexity of Archimedean structures, but these are the ones of
immediate interest. Appendix B provides more formal discus-
sion of Archimedean structures; here we illustrate with some
examples.

Example 3.2. In Example 3.1, for (f , g), (h, k) ∈ Γ≿, (f , g)
weakly dominates (h, k) if and only if supp(f − g) ⊃ supp(h− k).
Therefore [(f , g)] ↦→ supp(f − g) is an isomorphism between the
Archimedean structure (Π≿, ≥) and the set of finite subsets of S,
partially ordered by ⊂. The results of Appendix B yield a different
description. Consider the convex cone of positive functions,18
C = {f ∈ RS

0 : f ≥ 0}. For each finite A ⊂ S, FA = {f ∈ C :

supp(f ) ⊂ A} is a face of C . If f ∈ C , then Fsupp(f ) is the smallest
ace containing f ; in the terminology of Appendix B, this means
that the faces of the form FA, with A finite, are the regular faces
f C . Clearly A ⊂ B ⇐⇒ FA ⊂ FB. So we conclude that (Π≿, ≥)

is isomorphic to the set of regular faces of C , partially ordered
by ⊂. Proposition B.1 generalizes this description. It also notes
that (Π≿, ≥) has at most one minimal element, corresponding to
the largest (thus ⊂-minimal) face C , if it is regular. In the present
example, it has a minimal element only if S is finite.

The following example of a lexicographically ordered vector
space makes the structure of (Π≿, ≥) particularly clear (but MC
is usually not satisfied).

Example 3.3. Let (S, ≥) be an ordered set, and as in Example 3.1,
let M = RS

0 be the set of finitely supported functions S → R. For
distinct f and g in M , let s(f , g) = min{s ∈ S : f (s) ̸= g(s)}. Define
a mixture preorder on M by

f ≿ g ⇐⇒ either f = g, or f (s(f , g)) ≥ g(s(f , g)).

Let Π≻ ⊂ Π≿ be the set of Archimedean classes of strictly positive
pairs, i.e. the [(f , g)] with f ≻ g . It merely omits the maximal
element of Π≿. One can then see that [(f , g)] ↦→ s(f , g) is an
isomorphism of ordered sets between Π≻ and S. Thus Ar holds
if and only if |S| ≤ 1; SD holds if and only if S contains a minimal
element, e.g. if S = N; and CD holds if and only if S contains a
countable coinitial subset, e.g. if S = R.

Remark 3.4. Most of our examples in this section concern vector
spaces. However, this is only for simplicity. Indeed, if (M,≿) is a
preordered mixture space (a vector space or otherwise), and M ′ is
any mixture space of the same dimension, then there is a mixture
preorder on M ′ with the same Archimedean structure as ≿, and
which satisfies MC or MR if and only if ≿ does. (This follows from
Propositions B.1(iii) and 4.1.)

3.2. Countable domination and countable dimension

As already mentioned, CD strictly weakens the requirement
that the dimension of M be countable; we now discuss how far
it relaxes that requirement.

We prove the following in Appendix C.

Proposition 3.5. If a preordered mixture space has countable
dimension, then it satisfies CD. The converse does not hold, even for
mixture preorders that satisfy MC.

18 Convex cones are defined and discussed in Section 4.1.
6

We first illustrate the second statement in Proposition 3.5;
that is, we illustrate why CD does not entail countable dimen-
sionality, even given MC. One reason is that the dimension of a
preordered mixture space can always be increased by introduc-
ing extra dimensions of indifference or incomparability, without
affecting MC or CD, as the following example shows. Given a
preorder ≿, we write x⋏ y to indicate incomparability between x
and y: neither x ≿ y nor y ≿ x.

Example 3.6. Let (M1,≿1) and (M2,≿2) be preordered mixture
spaces. Consider the preordered mixture space (M,≿), in which
M is the product M = M1 × M2, with the mixture operation de-
fined component-wise, and ≿ is the product preorder: (x1, x2) ≿
(y1, y2) if and only if x1 ≿1 y1 and x2 ≿2 y2. Suppose that M1 has
ountable dimension and that ≿1 satisfies MC and therefore (by
heorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.5) CD and MR. Consider two cases:
(a) ≿2 is complete indifference: x ∼2 y for all x, y ∈ M2;
(b) ≿2 is complete incomparability: x⋏2 y for all distinct x, y ∈

M2.
In both cases, it is easy to check that ≿, like ≿1, satisfies MC, CD,
and MR. But dimM = dimM1 +dimM2, which may be arbitrarily
high.

Suppose thatM2, and thereforeM , has uncountable dimension.
Even so, there is a sense in which the preorder ≿ in Example 3.6
only ‘cares about’ the countably many dimensions contained in
M1. Making this precise suggests that CD might entail a more
refined dimensional restriction, such as one of the following.

(A) The quotient mixture space M/∼ (cf. note 7) has countable
dimension.

(B) For each x ∈ M , the upper and lower sets {y ∈ M : y ≿ x}
and {y ∈ M : x ≿ y} (themselves mixture spaces) have
countable dimension.

In case (a), the first of these holds, but the second does not:
in case (b), the second holds, but not the first. However, in the
next example, MC and CD (and hence MR) continue to hold even
without (A) or (B).19

Example 3.7. Let W be a nontrivial normed vector space, and
M = W ×R: as a vector space, M is also a mixture space. Define
a mixture preorder on M by

(v, a) ≿ (w, b) ⇐⇒ |v − w| ≤ a − b.

Then ≿ satisfies MC, SD, and hence CD, but not Ar. To verify CD,
take D = {(0, 1; 0, 0)}. In this case, however, dimM = dimW +1,
which can be arbitrarily large. Moreover, there is no nontrivial
indifference (x ∼ y H⇒ x = y), and the upper and lower sets
have the same, perhaps uncountable, dimension as M .

For a similar example in which MC and CD hold, but SD (and
hence Ar) does not, take the M just described and let M ′

= MN
0 ,

the set of finitely supported functions N → M . Define a mixture
preorder ≿′ on M ′ by f ≿′ g if and only if f (n) ≿ g(n) for all n. In
analogy to Example 3.1 (in the case of S countably infinite), CD
holds for ≿′ with respect to D = {(0, 1A; 0, 0) : A ⊂ N, A finite}.

Nevertheless, despite these examples, there is still a subtle
sense in which CD is a dimensional restriction; we explain it in
Remark 4.8.

Turning to ways in which Proposition 3.5 may be strength-
ened, it is straightforward to extend Proposition 3.5 to show that
if (A) holds, then so does CD. One might conjecture that CD holds
if (B) holds. However, Example 4.12 provides a counterexample to
this conjecture; in it, the upper and lower sets even have finite
dimension, and MC holds, but CD and MR do not.

19 Indeed, not even the quotients of the upper and lower sets by the
indifference relation have countable dimension.
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. Proofs of main results and discussion

.1. From mixture spaces to vector spaces

Our motivation for studying mixture spaces was given in the
ntroduction. However, at a technical level, we will use a standard
ethod to reduce questions about mixture spaces to equiva-

ent, but mathematically more convenient, questions about vector
paces. In the context of multi-representations, this reduction
as first used in Shapley and Baucells (1998).20

It follows from a standard embedding theorem21 that any
ixture space M can be embedded in a (real) vector space V ,

n such a way that V is the affine hull of M (or, equivalently,
= span(M − M)), and the mixture operation on M coincides

with that on V : xαy = αx + (1 − α)y. M is, therefore, a convex
subset of V , and from this it is easy to show

V = {λ(x − y) : λ > 0, x, y ∈ M}. (4.1)

We follow Shapley and Baucells in calling such an embedding
efficient. Efficient embeddings are essentially unique: if M ⊂ V
and M ⊂ V ′ are efficient embeddings, then there is a unique
affine isomorphism V → V ′ that is the identity map on M .

Recall that a linear preorder ≿V on a vector space V is a pre-
order on V that is compatible with vector addition and positive
scalar multiplication; that is, v ≿V v′

⇐⇒ λv+w ≿V λv′
+w for

all v, v′, w ∈ V and λ > 0. Let M ⊂ V be an efficient embedding.
(Considering V as a mixture space, a linear preorder is the same
as a mixture preorder.) As Shapley and Baucells explain, there are
natural one-to-one correspondences between mixture preorders
≿ on M , convex cones C ⊂ V , and linear preorders ≿V on V , such
that, for all x, y ∈ M ,22

x ≿ y ⇐⇒ x − y ∈ C ⇐⇒ x ≿V y. (4.2)

This formula explicitly defines ≿ in terms of ≿V or C , while the
next formulae explicitly define C in terms of ≿, and ≿V in terms
of C:

C = {λ(x − y) : λ > 0, x ≿ y} v ≿V 0 ⇐⇒ v ∈ C . (4.3)

We then call C the positive cone of ≿, and ≿V the linear extension
of ≿.

Finally, mixture-preserving functions u:M → R correspond
one-to-one with affine functions ũ: V → R, in such a way that
ũ extends u, that is, ũ|M= u. Moreover, a set U of mixture-
preserving functions M → R is a multi-representation of ≿ if and
only if {ũ : u ∈ U} is a mixture-preserving multi-representation
of ≿V . It follows from (4.3) that an equivalent condition in terms
of C is

C =

⋂
u∈U

{v ∈ V : ũ(v) ≥ ũ(0)}. (4.4)

20 Besides Shapley and Baucells (1998), we refer the reader to Mongin (2001)
or a careful study of the embedding it relies on, and to a text such as Ok (2007)
or the vectorial concepts.
21 See Hausner (1954, §3). A more general embedding theorem was given
n Stone (1949, Thm. 2), but Hausner’s result is easier to apply directly.
22 Since terminology varies slightly: C ⊂ V is a convex cone if and only if C is
nonempty, convex and [0, ∞)C = C . We note that although Shapley and Baucells
start with axioms that are different from ours (see Appendix A), they first derive
SI from their axioms, then use SI to construct the correspondences we describe
here. The correspondence between ≿ and C is stated in their equations (11) and
(12); the well-known correspondence between C and ≿V follows if we consider
V as a mixture space.
7

4.2. Proofs of main results

We now prove our main results in terms of a series of auxiliary
results. We outline the ideas on which the auxiliary results are
based, but unless otherwise stated, we defer their full proofs
to Appendix C. Given the existence of efficient embeddings, our
positive results mainly rely on standard extension and separation
techniques in vector spaces. The proofs of the negative results are
more striking, and we describe the counterexamples on which
they are based.

4.2.1. Preliminaries
Recall that a subset S of a vector space V is algebraically closed

f v ∈ S whenever (v, w] ⊂ S. (In standard notation, (v, w] =

{(1 − α)v + αw : α ∈ (0, 1]}.) We say that S ⊂ V is weakly closed
in V if it is closed in the weak topology on V (see Remark 2.6).
We prove the following proposition in Appendix C.

Proposition 4.1. Let (M,≿) be a preordered mixture space, M ⊂ V
an efficient embedding, and C ⊂ V the positive cone.

(i) dimM equals the vector-space dimension of V .
(ii) ≿ satisfies MC if and only if C is algebraically closed.
(iii) ≿ satisfies MR if and only if C is weakly closed in V .

Part (i) shows that our definition of the dimension of M in
Section 2 is equivalent to a more standard characterization (see
e.g. Mongin, 2001). Part (ii) is almost the same as Shapley and
Baucells (1998, Thm. 1.6), but since our axioms are slightly dif-
ferent, we provide a proof. In fact, we will use (ii) to show that
our axioms are equivalent to theirs, in Appendix A. Part (iii) is a
routine application of the strong separating hyperplane theorem.

4.2.2. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof that MR implies MC is straight-
forward. Indeed, suppose that ≿ has a mixture-preserving multi-
representation U . Suppose given x, y, z ∈ M such that xαy ≻ z
for all α ∈ (0, 1]. Then, for any u ∈ U , u(xαy) ≥ u(z). But
u(xαy) = αu(x) + (1 − α)u(y). In the limit α → 0, we find
u(y) ≥ u(z). Since this is true for all u ∈ U , we must have y ≿ z,
as required for MC.

The fact that the converse fails is immediate from Theorem 2.2,
to which we now turn. □

The proof of Theorem 2.2 appeals to the following proposition,
further discussed below.

Proposition 4.2. Let V be a vector space of uncountable dimension.
There exists a convex cone in V that is algebraically closed but not
weakly closed in V .

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let M ⊂ V be an efficient embedding
of a mixture space M of uncountable dimension, so that, by
Proposition 4.1(i), V also has uncountable dimension. By
Proposition 4.2, V contains a convex cone that is algebraically
closed but not weakly closed. Using (4.2), this cone defines a
mixture preorder on M . By Proposition 4.1 parts , this mixture
preorder satisfies MC but not MR. □

We prove Proposition 4.2 in Appendix C. The proof relies on
following example, which is based on Klee (1953). Klee showed
that if a vector space has uncountable dimension, then it contains
a convex subset that is algebraically closed but not weakly closed
(see Köthe (1969, pp. 194–195) for a discussion in more modern
terminology). We modify Klee’s construction to obtain a convex
cone with similar properties.
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xample 4.3. Let V be a vector space with an uncountable basis
. Endow V with the weak topology. Given a subset S of V , we
rite cone(S) for the convex cone in V generated by S, that is,
he smallest convex cone that contains S. It consists of all linear
ombinations of S with non-negative coefficients. Choose b0 ∈ B,
nd let B1 = B \ {b0}. For each finite, non-empty subset A ⊂ B1,
et yA = |A|

−2 ∑
b∈A b. Define a convex cone

K = cone {yA + b0 : A ⊂ B1 is nonempty and finite}.

The proof of Proposition 4.2 shows that K is algebraically closed
but not closed. In fact, this generalizes slightly: the same argu-
ment, using separating hyperplanes, shows that K is not closed
with respect to any locally convex topology on V .

4.2.3. Theorem 2.3
The proof rests on the following, which provides a converse to

the result of Klee just mentioned.

Proposition 4.4. Let V be a vector space of countable dimension.
Every convex set in V that is algebraically closed is weakly closed in
V .

This was proved using the algebraic version of the separating
hyperplane theorem in Köthe (1969, (3) on p. 194). In Appendix C
we provide a slightly different proof: to apply the separating
hyperplane theorem, we use a result of Klee (1953), that in a
vector space of countable dimension, the finite topology is locally
convex.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose that MC holds and that M has
countable dimension. Given an efficient embedding M ⊂ V , V
lso has countable dimension, by Proposition 4.1(i). By
roposition 4.1(ii), the positive cone C is algebraically closed, so,
y Proposition 4.4, it is weakly closed. Therefore, by Proposi-
ion 4.1(iii), ≿ satisfies MR.

For a counterexample to the converse implication, let M be
n uncountable-dimensional vector space with the preorder of
omplete indifference: x ∼ y for all x, y ∈ M . This satisfies MR
espite having uncountable dimension. (Examples 3.6, 3.7 and 4.7
rovide less trivial examples.) □

.2.4. Theorem 2.4
We first interpret CD and, for future reference, SD, in terms of

he positive cone. For further discussion of Archimedean structure
long similar lines, see Appendix B. Let V be a vector space with
inear preorder ≿V ; let C be any subset of V . Recall that the
elative algebraic interior of C consists of those v ∈ C with the
ollowing property: for every w ∈ aff(C), the affine hull of C , there
s some ϵ > 0 such that [v, v + ϵw] ⊂ C .

Recall also that a set S is cofinal in C (with respect to ≿V ) if
⊂ C and, for all v ∈ C , there is some s ∈ S with s ≿V v.

roposition 4.5. Let (M ≿) be a preordered mixture space, M ⊂

an efficient embedding, C the positive cone, and ≿V the linear
xtension.
(i) ≿ satisfies SD if and only if C has a nonempty relative alge-

braic interior.
(ii) ≿ satisfies CD if and only if there is a countable set that is

cofinal in C.

We will also use the following standard extension theorem,
ue to Kantorovich (1937). For a proof, see Aliprantis and Tourky
2007, Thm. 1.36).

heorem 4.6 (Kantorovich). Let V be a vector space with a linear
reorder ≿V . Let W be a linear subspace that is cofinal in V . Then
ny increasing linear functional on W extends to an increasing linear
unctional on V .
8

roof of Theorem 2.4. We first give a counter-example to the
everse implication; that is, we give an example of a mixture
reorder that satisfies MR (and therefore MC) but not CD.

xample 4.7. Let M = RN, the vector space of functions N → R.
efine a mixture preorder on M by f ≿ g ⇔ f (n) ≥ g(n) for all
∈ N. This clearly satisfies MR (the canonical projections RN

→

provide a multi-representation), but it violates CD. Proof: In this
case, the positive cone C consists of the f ∈ M with f (n) ≥ 0
for all n. Suppose that CD holds; by Proposition 4.5(ii), there is a
countable subset {f1, f2, . . .} cofinal in C . Let f (k) = fk(k)+ 1 ∈ C .
Then for no k is it true that fk ≿ f , a contradiction.

Now let (M,≿) be a preordered mixture space, satisfying MC
and CD; we have to show it satisfies MR. LetM ⊂ V be an efficient
embedding, C the positive cone, and ≿V the linear extension. For
any subspace W ⊂ V we let ≿W be the restriction of ≿V to W , a
linear preorder with positive cone CW = C ∩ W .

By Proposition 4.5(ii), there is a countable set Z cofinal in C .
Given w ∈ V \ C , set Zw = span(Z ∪ {w}). By Proposition 4.1(ii),
C is algebraically closed. It follows that CZw is also algebraically
closed. Since Zw has countable dimension, CZw is weakly closed
in Zw , by Proposition 4.4. By the strong separating hyperplane
theorem (Aliprantis and Border, 2006, Cor. 5.84), there is a linear
functional L′

w on Zw such that L′
w(CZw ) ⊂ [0, ∞) and L′

w(w) < 0.
Because L′

w(CZw ) ⊂ [0, ∞), L′
w is an increasing linear functional

on Zw .
Let Yw = span(C ∪ {w}). We claim that Zw is cofinal in Yw .

Indeed, let y ∈ Yw . We can write it in the form y = λw+
∑

c∈C λcc ,
with λ, λc ∈ R and finitely many λc being non-zero. Since Z is
cofinal in C , we can find, for each c ∈ C , some zc ∈ Z with
zc ≿V c. Since c ≿V 0, it follows that |λc |zc ≿V λcc . Therefore
λw +

∑
c∈C |λc |zc ≿V y. Since the left-hand side of this formula is

an element of Zw , Zw is cofinal in Yw .
By Theorem 4.6, L′

w extends from Zw to an increasing linear
functional L′′

w on Yw . Arbitrarily extend L′′
w to a linear functional Lw

on V . By construction, Lw(C) ⊂ [0, ∞) and Lw(w) < 0. Therefore
=

⋂
w∈V\C {v ∈ V : Lw(v) ≥ 0}. It follows from (4.4) that U =

Lw|M : w ∈ V \ C} is a mixture-preserving multi-representation
of ≿. □

Remark 4.8. The following variation on Proposition 4.5(ii), also
proved in Appendix C, explains the sense in which CD is a di-
mensional restriction, generalizing the countable dimensionality
condition used in Theorem 2.3.

Corollary 4.9. Let (M ≿) be a preordered mixture space, M ⊂ V an
efficient embedding, C the positive cone, and ≿V the linear extension.
Then ≿ satisfies CD if and only if there is a subspace that is cofinal
in span C and that has countable dimension.

To illustrate: in Example 3.7, span(C) = M , which may have
arbitrarily high dimension, but span{(0, 1)} is a one-dimensional
cofinal subspace.

4.2.5. Theorem 2.5
We begin with a mostly well-known observation that gen-

eralizes some of the claims in Theorem 2.5. Say that a pre-
order ≿ on an arbitrary topological space M has a continuous
ulti-representation if it satisfies

MR There is a nonempty set U of continuous functions M →

R, such that for all x, y ∈ M ,

x ≿ y ⇐⇒ u(x) ≥ u(y) for all u ∈ U .
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emma 4.10. Let ≿ be a preorder on a topological space M. Then
CMR H⇒ Cl H⇒ Con. Moreover, suppose M is a mixture space
such that, for each x, y ∈ M, the map fx,y: [0, 1] → M given by

↦→ xαy is continuous. Then Con H⇒ MC.

The proof of Lemma 4.10 is in Appendix C. Here we use it to
educe Theorem 2.5.

roof of Theorem 2.5. If M is a mixture space with the weak
opology, then every mixture-preserving function M → R is
ontinuous; therefore MR implies CMR. Moreover, for each x, y ∈

M , the map fx,y: [0, 1] → M given by α ↦→ xαy is continuous. The
implications stated in Theorem 2.5 are therefore immediate from
Lemma 4.10.

To show that the third implication in Theorem 2.5 cannot be
reversed, we need an example that satisfies MC but not Con. We
again appeal to Example 4.3. We take M = V and let ≿ be the
mixture preorder with positive cone C = K . Recall that K is
algebraically closed but not weakly closed (as shown in proving
Proposition 4.2). By Proposition 4.1(ii), ≿ satisfies MC. Since K =

{x ∈ M : x ≿ 0}, ≿ violates Con.
Finally, we need to show that Con does not imply Cl. We iso-

late this claim as the following proposition and prove it
separately. □

Proposition 4.11. There is preordered mixture space (M,≿) such
that ≿ is continuous but not closed in the weak topology on M.

The proof of Proposition 4.11, given in Appendix C, involves
the following modification of Example 4.3.

Example 4.12. Let V , B, and K be as in Example 4.3. Let V+
=

cone(B). For any v ∈ V+, let Av ⊂ B1 be the set of elements of
B1 with respect to which v has strictly positive coefficients. Let
Vv = span(Av ∪ {b0}), and

M = {(v, w) : v ∈ V+, w ∈ Vv} ⊂ V × V .

It is easy to check that this M is a convex set. Let ≿ be the mixture
preorder on M with the positive cone K ′

= {(0, w) : w ∈ K } ⊂

× V . That is, for all (x, y), (v, w) ∈ M × M ,

(x, y) ≿ (v, w) ⇐⇒ x − v = 0, y − w ∈ K ∩ Vv. (4.5)

Equip M with the weak topology. The proof of Proposition 4.11
consists in the verification that ≿ is continuous but not closed.

Remark 4.13. Let (M,≿) be a preordered mixture space with the
weak topology. As already noted, it follows from Theorems 2.4
and 2.5 that the conditions MR, Cl, Con and MC are equivalent
when CD holds. In particular, they are equivalent when dimM is
countable.

In addition, when M is a vector space, the conditions MR, Cl,
and Con (but not MC) are equivalent. To show the equivalence, it
is sufficient, by Theorem 2.5, to show that Con entails MR. Since
M is a vector space, ≿ is a linear preorder, with corresponding
positive cone C = {x ∈ M : x ≿ 0}. But Con implies
that C is closed, implying MR by Proposition 4.1(iii). In fact, the
equivalence between Cl and Con holds with respect to any vector
topology on the vector space M , because Γ≿ is the preimage of C
under the continuous map (x, y) ↦→ x − y.

Thus, to obtain a counterexample to ‘‘Con H⇒ Cl’’, Exam-
ple 4.12 had to involve a mixture space of uncountable dimension
that is not a vector space. However, it is worth noting that there
are counterexamples to ‘‘Con H⇒ Cl’’ involving mixture spaces
M with reasonable topologies other than the weak topology; the
next example illustrates.
9

Example 4.14. Let V be the vector space of finitely supported
functions Z → R, equipped with the topology of pointwise
convergence. Here Z is the set of integers; let N be the subset
f positive integers. Let M = {f ∈ V : ∀n ∈ N, f (n) ≥ f (−n) ≥ 0}.
t is a convex subset of V with countably infinite dimension. Give
t the topology induced by the topology on V .

For each n ∈ N, let bn =
1
n1−n + 10, where 1−n ∈ V is the

characteristic function of {−n}. Let C = cone{bn : n ∈ N}. Define
a mixture preorder on M by setting f ≿ g ⇐⇒ f − g ∈ C .

Since Γ≿ ∋ ( 1n1n + bn, 1
n1n) → (10, 0) /∈ Γ≿ as n → ∞, ≿ is

not closed. To show that ≿ is continuous, suppose given f ∈ M .
et A = {n ∈ N : f (n) > f (−n)}. Let Cf = cone{bn : n ∈ A}. The
onvex cone Cf is finitely generated, so by a standard argument,
f is closed in V . For direct verification though, note that Cf
onsists of those g ∈ V such that, for all n ∈ Z: g(n) ≥ 0; g(n) = 0
unless n = 0 or −n ∈ A; and g(0) =

∑
n∈A ng(−n). But those are

losed conditions.
It is easy to check that {g ∈ M : g ≿ f } = M ∩ (f + Cf ),

nd it is therefore closed in M . A similar argument shows that
g ∈ M : f ≿ g} is closed in M , making ≿ continuous.

. Strict multi-representation and uniqueness

We now briefly discuss two standard topics concerning
ixture-preserving multi-representations.

.1. Strict multi-representation

The pioneering study of expected utility without the com-
leteness axiom of Aumann (1962) focused on the existence
f a single real-valued, strictly increasing, mixture-preserving
unction (as defined in Section 2); see also Fishburn (1982). But
uch a function does not fully characterize an incomplete pre-
rder, and interest turned to the existence of mixture-preserving
ulti-representations, which do. One can try to combine these
pproaches by considering mixture-preserving multi-
epresentations that consist entirely of strictly increasing func-
ions:

MR There is a nonempty set U of strictly increasing mixture-
preserving functions M → R, such that for all x, y ∈

M ,

x ≿ y ⇐⇒ u(x) ≥ u(y) for all u ∈ U .

he advantages of such ‘strict’ multi-representations have been
mphasized by Evren (2014) and Gorno (2017), although Evren
ses a notion of multi-representation that is different from ours.
e now present two basic results about extending MR to SMR.

ince our earlier results gave sufficient conditions for MR, results
iving sufficient conditions for SMR are implied.
First, we note that if a mixture preorder satisfies MR, then

olving Aumann’s problem – that is, finding a strictly increasing
ixture-preserving function – is enough to guarantee SMR as
ell.

roposition 5.1. Let (M,≿) be a preordered mixture space. Then
satisfies SMR if and only if it satisfies MR and there exists a strictly

ncreasing mixture-preserving function M → R.

The second result extends the picture given by Theorems 2.2
nd 2.3 to representations by strictly increasing functions.

roposition 5.2. Let M be a mixture space.
(i) If dimM is countable, any mixture preorder on M that satis-

fies MR also satisfies SMR.
(ii) If dimM is uncountable, there is a mixture preorder on M that

satisfies MR but not SMR.
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In common with our earlier results, these results show a
sharp difference between the cases of countable and uncountable
dimension. Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 5.2 together show that,
when dimM is countable, MC is equivalent to SMR. But when
dimM is uncountable, MC is not sufficient even for MR; and even
if MR is satisfied, SMR may not be.

The proof of Proposition 5.1 is very simple. For Proposition 5.2,
the main idea of the proof of (i) is that countable dimension en-
ables us to focus on multi-representations with countably many
elements, as the following lemma shows. Such a countable multi-
representation can be used to construct a strictly increasing func-
tion, and Proposition 5.1 applies.

Lemma 5.3. Let (M,≿) be a preordered mixture space. If ≿
has a mixture-preserving multi-representation U , then it has a
mixture-preserving multi-representation U ′

⊂ U such that |U ′
| ≤

ax(ℵ0, dimM).

The proof of Proposition 5.2(ii) rests on the following example.

xample 5.4. Assume that dimM is uncountable. Let M ⊂ V
e an efficient embedding, so dim V is uncountable. For some
ncountable ordinal κ , we can choose a basis {vα : α < κ} ⊂ M
or V indexed by ordinals α smaller than κ . For each β < κ , let
β be the unique linear functional on V such that πβ (vα) = 1

if α = β and πβ (vα) = 0 otherwise. For each α < κ , define
a mixture-preserving function uα on M by uα(x) =

∑
β≤α πβ (x).

This is well-defined, since for each x in V , and hence M , πβ (x) is
onzero for only finitely many β . Let U = {uα : α < κ}, and let
be the mixture preorder on M that it represents. The proof of

roposition 5.2(ii) shows that ≿ does not have a strictly increasing
unction, mixture-preserving or otherwise.

.1.1. Related literature
Aumann (1962) showed that the condition Au (see note 8)

s necessary and sufficient for a mixture preorder on a finite
imensional mixture space to admit a strictly increasing mixture-
reserving function. Aumann also showed that this does not
old for mixture spaces of uncountable dimension. In particular,
e noted that the partially ordered vector space discussed in
xample 4.7 (RN with the product partial order) does not admit
strictly increasing mixture-preserving function. He also noted

hat the dimension of RN is c, the cardinality of the continuum.
umann does not make these points, but it is clear that his
xample satisfies MR, and that, using efficient embeddings, it can
e generalized to show that any mixture space whose dimension
s at least c admits a mixture preorder that satisfies MR but not
MR. Without assuming the continuum hypothesis, though, this
alls short of proving Proposition 5.2(ii), which applies to mixture
paces of any uncountable dimension.
Kannai (1963) extended Aumann’s results by providing a nec-

ssary and sufficient condition for a linear preorder on a count-
ble dimensional vector space to admit a strictly increasing linear
unctional. This provides an alternative basis for deducing our
roposition 5.2(i). If (M,≿) is a preordered mixture space, then, as
n Proposition 4.1(iii), MR entails that the positive cone C is closed
in the weak topology on V ; in particular, its closure is disjoint
from {v ∈ V : 0 ≻V v}. Kannai’s main result (summarized before
is Theorem C) is essentially that, when dim V is countable,
his last condition is necessary and sufficient for the existence
f a strictly increasing linear functional on V . Restricted to M ,
uch a functional will be a strictly increasing mixture-preserving
unction. Our Proposition 5.1 then shows that ≿ satisfies SMR.

As we discussed in Section 2.1, Dubra et al. (2004) consider
ixture preorders on the set of probability measures on a com-
act metric space, and assume Cl with respect to the narrow
opology. Besides proving the existence of a mixture-preserving,
10
and indeed expectational, multi-representation, they also prove
in their Proposition 3 the existence of a strictly increasing ex-
pectational function. Gorno (2017) uses this to prove the exis-
tence of a multi-representation by strictly increasing expecta-
tional functions. Our proof of Proposition 5.1 is based on a similar
technique.

Evren (2014) also considers probability measures on a com-
pact metric space. He does not focus on multi-representations in
our sense, but nonetheless gives conditions under which a pre-
order can be represented by a set of strictly increasing functions
in a different sense, which may have some advantages. We note
that Evren’s approach is essentially incompatible with ours (and
with the one of Dubra et al.), insofar as his main continuity axiom,
‘open-continuity,’ rarely holds when MC does: a mixture preorder
that satisfies both is either complete or symmetric.23

5.2. Uniqueness

Finally, we give a uniqueness result for mixture-preserving
multi-representations. It is very similar to the uniqueness the-
orem of Dubra et al. (2004), but worked out in our setting of
abstract mixture spaces.

Given a mixture space M , we let M∗ be the vector space of all
real-valued mixture-preserving functions on M . Let C ⊂ M∗ be
he subspace of constant functions. We give M∗ the topology of
ointwise convergence: the coarsest topology such that for each
∈ M , the function M∗

→ R given by f ↦→ f (x) is continuous.
We write S for the closure of a subset S of M∗.

Proposition 5.5. Let M be a mixture space. Two nonempty sets
U,U ′

⊂ M∗ represent the same preorder on M if and only if
cone (U ∪ C) = cone (U ′ ∪ C).

It is easy to check that if U represents ≿, then the subset
of functions in M∗ that are increasing with respect to ≿ is the
unique maximal mixture-preserving multi-representation of ≿.
roposition 5.5 is equivalent to the claim that the closure of
he convex cone containing U and the constant functions is this
aximal multi-representation.

ppendix A. Comparison of axioms

In this appendix, we clarify the relationship between the ax-
oms we have used and some of the others commonly used in the
iterature on expected utility theory without completeness.

LetM be a mixture space. We first consider two axioms similar
n style to MC:

C+ For x, y, z ∈ M , {α ∈ [0, 1] : xαy ≿ z} and {α ∈ [0, 1] :

z ≿ xαy} are closed.

WCon For x, y, z, w ∈ M , {α ∈ [0, 1] : xαy ≿ zαw} is closed.

Here, MC+ is the version of mixture continuity originally stated
s Axiom 2 in Herstein and Milnor (1953); WCon is axiom P4
f Shapley and Baucells (1998), called weak continuity by Dubra
t al. (2004). As we will show, these axioms are equivalent to MC
iven SI, but not equivalent given a common weakening of SI, the
ndependence axiom:

nd For x, y, z ∈ M , and α ∈ (0, 1), x ≿ y H⇒ xαz ≿ yαz.

23 Given the existence of efficient embeddings, this follows from McCarthy
and Mikkola (2018, Theorem 1(2)); the axiom Ar+ considered there follows from
open continuity for any reasonable topology on M . Evren’s own Lemma 2 states a
version of this result in his particular setting; in the decision-theoretic literature,
the general point that there is a tension between ‘open’ and ‘closed’ continuity
conditions goes back to Aumann (1962, p. 453) and Schmeidler (1971).
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emma A.1. Let ≿ be a preorder on a mixture space M.
(i) WCon H⇒ MC+

H⇒ MC
(ii) WCon & Ind ⇍H MC+ & Ind ⇍H MC & Ind
(iii) WCon & Ind ⇐⇒ MC+ & SI ⇐⇒ MC & SI.

One takeaway from Lemma A.1 is that MC is weaker than
Con and SI is stronger than Ind, but, following Shapley and
aucells (1998), we could have focused on the package of Ind
nd WCon instead of SI and MC. We have emphasized the latter
ombination partly because MC seems simpler and more intuitive
han WCon, and partly because SI is arguably the central idea
f expected utility: if M is a convex set of probability mea-
ures, SI is necessary and sufficient for a preorder on M to have
n vector-valued expectational representation (McCarthy et al.,
020, Lem. 4.3).
Finally, we show that, for mixture preorders, our axiom Ar,

tated in Section 3.1, is equivalent to the standard Archimedean
xiom of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1953):

rch For x, y, z ∈ M , x ≻ y ≻ z H⇒ for some α, β ∈ (0, 1),
xαz ≻ y and y ≻ xβz.

emma A.2. Let ≿ be a mixture preorder on a mixture space M.
hen Arch ⇐⇒ Ar.

roof of Lemma A.1. (i) MC+ consists of two special cases of
Con, taking w = z or y = x. MC follows from the part of MC+

hat says that {α ∈ [0, 1] : xαy ≿ z} is closed.
(ii) First take M = [0, 1] and define ≿ by x ∼ y if x = y

r x, y ∈ [0, 1), and x ⋏ y otherwise.24 This ≿ is easily seen to
atisfy MC and Ind but not MC+ (take x = z = 0 and y = 1).
econd, take M = [0, 1]2, and define ≿ so that (x1, x2) ∼ (y1, y2)
f (x1, x2) = (y1, y2) or x1 = y1 ∈ [0, 1), and (x1, x2) ⋏ (y1, y2)
therwise. This ≿ is easily seen to satisfy MC+ and Ind but not
Con (take x = z = (0, 0), y = (1, 0), w = (1, 1)).
(iii) Lemma 1.2 in Shapley and Baucells (1998) says that WCon
Ind H⇒ SI. The left-to-right implications are then immediate

rom part (i). For the right-to-left direction, assume MC and
I. SI obviously entails Ind, so it remains to derive WCon. It is
ossible to give a direct proof, using only the mixture space
xioms. However, a shorter proof is available in terms of an effi-
ient embedding. We emphasize that this involves no circularity,
s Shapley and Baucells (1998) derived the results concerning
fficient embeddings that we presented in Section 4.1 using only
I, having first derived it from WCon and Ind; see note 22.
Assume, then, that M ⊂ V is an efficient embedding, with C

he positive cone. By Proposition 4.1(ii), whose proof does not
epend on the present result, C is algebraically closed. Consider
he set I = {α ∈ [0, 1] : αx + (1 − α)y ≿ αz + (1 − α)w}, as in
he statement of WCon. Define f (α) = α(x − z) + (1 − α)(y − w).
hus f maps [0, 1] onto the line segment I ′ = [y − w, x − z] =

α(x− z)+ (1−α)(y−w) : α ∈ [0, 1]}. Since C is convex, I ′ ∩C is
(possibly empty) line segment; since C is algebraically closed,

his line segment, if not empty, contains its end points. By (4.2),
∈ I ⇐⇒ f (α) ∈ C , so I = f −1(I ′ ∩ C). It follows that I is a

losed interval, implying WCon. □

roof of Lemma A.2. Assume SI, so that ≿ is a mixture preorder.
simple consequence is that, for x, y, s, t ∈ M and α ∈ (0, 1),

f x ≻ y and s ≿ t , or else x ≿ y and s ≻ t , then xαs ≻ yαt . (A.1)

o show that Ar implies Arch, suppose x ≻ y and y ≻ z, so that
x, y) and (y, z) are elements of Γ≻. Then, given Ar, (x, y) weakly

24 Recall from before Example 3.6 that x ⋏ y means that neither x ≿ y nor
≿ x.
11
ominates (y, z): for some γ ∈ (0, 1), xγ z ≿ yγ y = y. For any
α ∈ (γ , 1), the mixture space axioms imply xαz = x α−γ

1−γ
(xγ z).

The easiest way to check such identities is to reduce to the
ase in which M is a convex set, using an efficient embedding

⊂ V .) Since both x ≻ y and xγ z ≿ y, it follows from (A.1) that
α−γ

1−γ
(xγ z) ≻ y α−γ

1−γ
y = y. Therefore xαz ≻ y, as desired for Arch.

e also have that (y, z) weakly dominates (x, y), and a similar
rgument shows that y ≻ xβz for some β ∈ (0, 1).
Conversely, suppose given (x, y) ∈ Γ≻ and (s, t) ∈ Γ≿. If

∼ t , then by (A.1), x 1
2 t ≻ y 1

2 s, so (x, y) weakly dominates (s, t)
nd Ar holds in this case. Suppose instead s ≻ t . Using (A.1)
wice, we first find x 1

2 s ≻ y 1
2 s ≻ y 1

2 t . Arch then implies that
(x 1

2 s)α(y
1
2 t) ≻ y 1

2 s for some α ∈ (0, 1). The left-hand side can be
rewritten using the mixture-space axioms as (xαt) 12 (sαy), and the
ight-hand side as (yαs) 12 (sαy). SI then yields xαt ≿ yαs, so (x, y)
eakly dominates (s, t). □

ppendix B. Weak dominance and archimedean structures

Let (M,≿) be a preordered mixture space. In this appendix we
rove some general facts about weak dominance that we used
n Section 3. Primarily, we show that weak dominance is a pre-
rder on Γ≿. This enables us to define the Archimedean structure
Π≿, ≥) as in Section 3.1: Π≿ consists of equivalence classes in
≿ under the symmetric part of the weak dominance preorder.
hile it is not difficult to check the preordering property directly,
e proceed in a way that highlights a geometrical interpretation
f the Archimedean structure: it is closely related to the lattice
f faces of the positive cone C defined by an efficient embedding
⊂ V (cf. Section 4.1). This was illustrated in Example 3.2.
Recall that a non-empty convex subcone F ⊂ C is called a face

of C if, for all x, y ∈ C , x + y ∈ F H⇒ x, y ∈ F . The set F of
faces is partially ordered by inclusion, and indeed it is a complete
lattice.25 This means in particular that, for any v ∈ C , there is a
smallest face Φ(v) containing v. Let us say that F ∈ F is regular if
F is not the union of its proper subfaces: equivalently, F = Φ(v)
for some v ∈ C . Let Fr ⊂ F be the set of regular faces.

Proposition B.1.
(i) For any (x, y), (s, t) ∈ Γ≿, (x, y) weakly dominates (s, t) if and

only if Φ(x − y) ⊃ Φ(s − t).
(ii) Weak dominance is a preorder on Γ≿.
(iii) (Π≿, ≥) is isomorphic to (Fr , ⊂) as a partially ordered set.
(iv) Any [(x, y)] ∈ Π≿ is minimal if and only if Φ(x − y) = C. In

particular, Π≿ contains at most one minimal element.

Proof. For (i), suppose that (x, y) weakly dominates (s, t). Then
there exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that αx + (1 − α)t ≿ αy + (1 − α)s.
Let λ =

1−α
α

. It follows from (4.3) that (x − y) − λ(s − t) ∈ C .
At this point we appeal to Barker (1973, Lemma 2.8): w ∈ Φ(v)
if and only if there exists λ > 0 such that v − λw ∈ C . (We
note that Barker’s lemma does not use his standing assumption
of finite-dimensionality.) In our case, we find s − t ∈ Φ(x − y),
and therefore Φ(s − t) ⊂ Φ(x − y). The argument is reversible.

Part (ii) now follows from the fact that ‘⊃’ is a preorder on F .
Now for part (iii). It follows from part (i) that [(x, y)] ↦→

Φ(x − y) is a well-defined, order-preserving, injective function
Π≿ → Fr , and we just have to show it is surjective, i.e. that
every regular face is of the form Φ(x − y) with (x, y) ∈ Γ≿. Every
regular face is of the form Φ(v), with v ∈ C , and, by (4.3), every

25 See Barker (1973), from which we take our simple definition of a face of
a convex cone; it is compatible with the standard definition of the face of a
convex set.
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uch v is of the form λ(x − y) with λ > 0 and (x, y) ∈ Γ≿. Since
very face containing v contains 1

λ
v, and vice versa, we find that

Φ(v) = Φ(x − y).
For (iv), C is the minimal face of C with respect to the preorder

‘⊂’ (i.e. it is set-theoretically the largest face). So, if Φ(x− y) = C ,
hen certainly C is a minimal regular face, and therefore [(x, y)]
s minimal. Conversely, if [(x, y)] is minimal, then Φ(x − y) is
minimal regular face. It remains to show that, if there is a
inimal regular face, then it is C . Suppose Φ(v) is a minimal

egular face. Note that, for any w ∈ C , any face containing
( 12v +

1
2w) contains v + w, and therefore contains both v and

. Therefore Φ(v) ⊂ Φ( 12v +
1
2w). Since Φ(v) is minimal regular,

(v) = Φ( 12v +
1
2w) ∋ w. That is, Φ(v) contains every w ∈ C; so

(v) = C . □

ppendix C. Proofs of auxiliary results

roof of Proposition 3.5. For the first claim, suppose that (M,≿)
is a preordered mixture space of countable dimension. We appeal
to some results from Section 4, the proofs of which do not depend
on this one. In the terminology of Section 4.1, let M ⊂ V be an
fficient embedding, with C the positive cone. Proposition 4.1(i)
hows that V has countable dimension. Therefore its subspace
pan(C) has countable dimension. Corollary 4.9 then tells us that
satisfies CD (note that span(C) is a cofinal subspace of itself).
The second claim, that the converse does not hold, even for

ixture preorders that satisfy MC, is illustrated by Examples 3.6
nd 3.7. □

roof of Proposition 4.1. For (i), let A ⊂ M be nonempty. Fix
ny a0 ∈ A and let A′

= {a − a0 : a ∈ A \ {a0}}. Since M ⊂ V is an
fficient embedding, V = span(M − M) = span(M − {a0}). Thus,
′ is a basis for V if and only if it is linearly independent and
aximal among linearly independent subsets of M − {a0}. We

claim that A′ is linearly independent if and only if A is mixture
independent. It follows that A′ is a basis for V if and only if
A is a maximal mixture-independent subset of M . Since |A′

| =

|A| − 1, it follows that the vector-space dimension of V equals
the mixture-space dimension of M .

To prove the claim, first suppose that A is not mixture inde-
pendent. There must be nonempty A1, A2 ⊂ A such that A1∩A2 =

∅ but M(A1) ∩ M(A2) ̸= ∅. Given the embedding of M into
V , M(A1) equals the convex hull of A1; it consists of all convex
combinations of elements of A1. Since M(A1) ∩ M(A2) ̸= ∅, there
is an equality between two convex combinations of the form∑

i αixi =
∑

i βiyi

with αi, βi ∈ [0, 1], xi ∈ A1, yi ∈ A2, and
∑

αi =
∑

βi = 1. But
then we also have∑

i αi(xi − a0) =
∑

i βi(yi − a0)

showing that A′ is linearly dependent. Conversely, suppose that
A′ is linearly dependent. Then there are disjoint, finite A1, A2 ⊂

A \ {a0} and an equation of the form∑
i λi(ai − a0) =

∑
i µi(bi − a0)

where at most one of the sums is empty (in which case it is zero),
with all λi, µi > 0, ai ∈ A1, bi ∈ A2. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that λ :=

∑
i λi ≥

∑
i µi := µ, so that A1 is

nonempty. Moving all terms involving a0 to the right-hand side,
and dividing by λ, we have∑

i
λi
λ
ai =

∑
i

µi
λ
bi + λ−µ

λ
a0.

This shows that M(A1) ∩ M(A2 ∪ {a0}) ̸= ∅. Therefore A is not
mixture independent.
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Now for part (ii). Suppose first that ≿ satisfies MC. Let (v, w] ⊂

C , so that, by (4.3), z ≿V 0 for every z ∈ (v, w]. To show that C
s algebraically closed, we have to show v ∈ C . Suppose first that
∼V 0 for some z ∈ (v, w]. Then −z ∼V 0, so, by (4.3) again,
z ∈ C . Let z ′

=
1
2v +

1
2 z ∈ (v, w]. We have v = 2z ′

− z. Since
both z ′ and −z are in C , and C is a convex cone, it follows that
v ∈ C , as desired. We are thus reduced to the case where z ≻V 0
or every z ∈ (v, w].

Now we claim that there exists λ0 > 0 and x0, x1, x2 ∈ M
uch that v = λ0(x1 − x0) and w = λ0(x2 − x0). Since M ⊂ V is
n efficient embedding, using (4.1) we can write v = λ(x − y)

and w = µ(s − t) for some λ, µ > 0 and x, y, s, t ∈ M . Set
β = λ/(λ+µ), so 1−β = µ/(λ +µ). The claim is easily verified
with
λ0 = λ + µ, x0 = βy + (1 − β)t, x1 = βx + (1 − β)t,
x2 = βy + (1 − β)s.

Any z ∈ (v, w] can be written as z = (1 − α)v + αw, with
α ∈ (0, 1]. It follows that

z = (1− α)λ0(x1 − x0)+ αλ0(x2 − x0) = λ0((1− α)x1 + αx2 − x0).

Since, as in the first step, z ≻V 0, it follows that (1−α)x1+αx2 ≻V

0. Then, by (4.2), (1−α)x1+αx2 ≻ x0. This holds for all α ∈ (0, 1],
so MC gives us x1 ≿ x0. Therefore, by (4.3), v = λ0(x1 − x0) ∈ C .

Conversely, suppose that C is algebraically closed. To show
that ≿ satisfies MC, suppose that αx + (1 − α)y ≻ z for all
α ∈ (0, 1]. Then by (4.2), α(x − z) + (1 − α)(y − z) ∈ C for all
such α. Since C is algebraically closed, it follows that y − z ∈ C .
By (4.2), y ≿ z, validating MC.

For (iii), let V have the weak topology. Suppose first that ≿ has
a mixture-preserving multi-representation U . Then (4.4) presents
C as the intersection of closed sets, so it is closed.

Conversely, suppose that C is closed. If C = V , then by (4.3)
≿ is the indifference relation, which has a mixture-preserving
multi-representation consisting of a single constant function. As-
sume then C ̸= V . The weak topology on V is locally convex,
so by the strong separating hyperplane theorem (Aliprantis and
Border, 2006, Cor. 5.84), for any v /∈ C , there exists a linear
functional Lv: V → R such that Lv(C) ⊂ [0, ∞) and Lv(v) < 0.
Let L = {Lv : v /∈ C}. Then by (4.2),

x ≿ y ⇐⇒ x − y ∈ C ⇐⇒ L(x) ≥ L(y) for all L ∈ L.

t follows that the restriction of L to M is a mixture-preserving
ulti-representation of ≿. □

roof of Proposition 4.2. We show that the cone K defined in
xample 4.3 is algebraically closed but not closed (recall that V
as the weak topology).
As a first step, we show that, for any finite, non-empty A ⊂ B1,

he subcone K ∩ span(A ∪ {b0}) of K is algebraically closed. Any
onvex cone generated by finitely many elements is algebraically
losed (see e.g. Ok, 2007, G.1.6, Thm. 1), so it suffices to prove

∩ span(A ∪ {b0}) = cone{yA′ + b0 : A′
̸= ∅, A′

⊂ A}. (C.1)

he inclusion of the right-hand side in the left is obvious. Con-
ersely, suppose v is a member of the left-hand side. We may
ssume v ̸= 0. Since v ∈ K , it may be written

=

n∑
k=1

λk(yAk + b0) (C.2)

here n is a positive integer, each coefficient λk is strictly posi-
ive, and each Ak is a finite, nonempty subset of B1. It follows that
is a linear combination, with all coefficients strictly positive, of
very member of

⋃n A ∪ {b }. Since v ∈ span(A ∪ {b }), this is
k=1 k 0 0
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nly possible if Ak ⊂ A for each k. Therefore (C.2) presents v as a
ember of the right-hand side of (C.1).
We can now show that K itself is algebraically closed. Suppose

iven a half-open line segment (v0, v1] ⊂ K ; we have to show
0 ∈ K . We can find a finite set of basis elements A ⊂ B1 such
hat v0, v1 ∈ span(A ∪ {b0}), and therefore such that (v0, v1] ⊂

pan(A ∪ {b0}). Since K ∩ span(A ∪ {b0}) is algebraically closed, it
ontains v0; therefore v0 ∈ K , as desired.
Finally, we show that K is not closed. In this proof, let K

enote the closure of K . Note that b0 /∈ K ; we show that b0
is nonetheless in K . Suppose for a contradiction b0 /∈ K . By
he strong separating hyperplane theorem there exists a linear
unctional f : V → R such that f (b0) < 0 but f (K ) ⊂ [0, ∞). Now,
ince B1 is uncountable, there exists some n ∈ N for which there
are infinitely many b ∈ B1 with f (b) < n. Let A be a nonempty,
finite set of such b. Then f (yA) < |A|

−2 ∑
b∈A n = n/|A|. Therefore

f (yA+b0) < f (b0)+n/|A|. Since |A| may be chosen to be arbitrarily
large, and f (b0) < 0, we can find some yA such that f (yA+b0) < 0,
contrary to f (K ) ⊂ [0, ∞). We conclude that b0 ∈ K . □

Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let C be an algebraically closed convex
subset of a vector space V . We may assume C is nonempty; we
want to show it is closed when V is endowed with the weak
topology.

First consider the case when dim V is finite. The weak topology
on V is then the same as the Euclidean topology. The following ar-
gument is based on Holmes (1975, §11A(c)). We use the fact that
C , like any convex subset in a finite-dimensional vector space, has
a non-empty relative interior ri C (Aliprantis and Border, 2006,
Lemma 7.33). This is an open subset of aff C . Translating C , we
an assume that 0 ∈ ri C , in which case aff C = span C . Let x be
n the closure of C , which is contained in aff C . For any α ∈ (0, 1),

= −
1−α
α

ri C is open in aff C , so x + X contains a point x′
∈ C .

hen

x ∈ α(x′
− X) = αx′

+ (1 − α) ri C ⊂ C .

Thus (x, 0] ⊂ C . Since C is algebraically closed, x ∈ C; thus C is
closed.

Now suppose V has countable dimension. By definition, a
subset X of V is closed in the finite topology on V if and only if X∩

W is closed in the Euclidean topology in every finite-dimensional
subspace W of V . Since, for each finite-dimensional W ⊂ V ,
C ∩ W is algebraically closed, the preceding argument shows
that C is closed in the finite topology. By a result due to Klee
(1953), but stated more fully in Kakutani and Klee (1963), the
finite topology on a countable dimensional vector space makes
it a locally convex topological vector space. By another version of
the strong separating hyperplane theorem (Aliprantis and Border,
2006, Cor. 5.80), C is the intersection of half-spaces that are closed
in the weak topology. C itself is therefore closed in the weak
topology. □

The proof of Proposition 4.5 will use the following observation,
given an efficient embedding M ⊂ V of a preordered mixture
space.

Lemma C.1. Suppose given (s, t) ∈ Γ≿, x, y ∈ M, and µ > 0. The
following are equivalent:

(i) There exists λ > 0 such that λ(x − y) ≿V µ(s − t).
(ii) We have (x, y) ∈ Γ≿, and (x, y) weakly dominates (s, t).

Proof. We repeatedly use facts (4.2) and (4.3) about efficient
embeddings. Suppose (i) holds. We have (s, t) ∈ Γ≿ H⇒ s ≿
t H⇒ µ(s−t) ≿V 0 H⇒ λ(x−y) ≿V 0 H⇒ x ≿ y H⇒ (x, y) ∈

Γ≿. Rearranging the inequality in (i), and setting α = λ/(λ + µ),
we find αx + (1 − α)t ≿ αy + (1 − α)s. Therefore (x, y) weakly
13
dominates (s, t). Thus (ii) holds. Conversely, given (ii), we have
αx + (1 − α)t ≿ αy + (1 − α)s for some α ∈ (0, 1). Rearranging,
we obtain λ(x − y) ≿V µ(s − t) with λ = αµ/(1 − α). Thus (i)
holds. □

Proof of Proposition 4.5. For (i), it is a standard result that the
algebraic interior of a convex cone consists of its order units; see
e.g. Aliprantis and Tourky (2007, Lemma 1.7). The proof of (i)
essentially translates this fact into a result about M itself. We will
rely on the basic facts (4.2) and (4.3) about efficient embeddings
without further comment.

Suppose SD holds with respect to some (x, y) ∈ Γ≿. Let v = x−
y ∈ C . We note that, since C is a convex cone, aff(C) = span(C) =

C − C . Thus, given w ∈ aff(C), we can write w = w1 − w2 with
w1, w2 ∈ C . Since w2 ∈ C , we also have w2 = µ(s − t) for
some µ > 0 and (s, t) ∈ Γ≿. By SD, (x, y) weakly dominates
(s, t). So there exists, by Lemma C.1, some λ > 0 such that
λv = λ(x − y) ≿V µ(s − t) = w2. Therefore v −

1
λ
w2 ∈ C . Since

also 1
λ
w1 ∈ C , we find that v +

1
λ
w1 −

1
λ
w2 = v +

1
λ
w ∈ C . Since

C is convex, we deduce [v, v +
1
λ
w] ⊂ C . Since w ∈ aff(C) was

arbitrary, this shows v is in the relative algebraic interior rai(C).
Conversely, suppose that rai(C) is nonempty. Fix v ∈ rai(C);

hen v = λ(x−y) for some λ > 0 and x ≿ y. Given any (s, t) ∈ Γ≿,
e have t − s ∈ −C ⊂ aff(C). For some ϵ > 0, we must have
+ ϵ(t − s) ∈ C , so λ(x − y) ≿V ϵ(s − t). By Lemma C.1, we have
x, y) ∈ Γ≿ and (x, y) weakly dominates (s, t). Therefore this (x, y)
eakly dominates every (s, t) ∈ Γ≿, so SD holds.
For (ii), suppose CD holds, so that every (s, t) ∈ Γ≿ is weakly

ominated by an element of some countable set D ⊂ Γ≿. Let
= {n(x − y) : n ∈ N, (x, y) ∈ D} ⊂ C . Since D is countable,

o is S. We claim S is cofinal in C . Let w ∈ C . We can write
= µ(s − t) with µ > 0, s ≿ t . Some (x, y) ∈ D weakly

ominates (s, t). Therefore, by Lemma C.1, there exists λ > 0
ith λ(x − y) ≿V µ(s − t) = w. Choose an integer n > λ. Then
(x − y) ≿V λ(x − y) ≿V w. Since n(x − y) ∈ S, S is cofinal in C .
Conversely, suppose that S is a countable set, cofinal in C .

or each v ∈ S, we can choose λv > 0 and xv, yv ∈ M with
v ≿ yv such that v = λv(xv − yv). Let D = {(xv, yv) : v ∈ S}.
ince S is countable, so is D. To prove CD, we show that every
s, t) ∈ Γ≿ is weakly dominated by an element of D. Since s ≿ t ,
e have s − t ∈ C . Since S is cofinal, there exists v ∈ S such
hat v ≿V s − t . It follows from Lemma C.1 that (xv, yv) weakly
ominates (s, t). □

roof of Corollary 4.9. By Proposition 4.5(ii), it suffices to show
hat there is a countable set cofinal in C if and only if there is a
ountable-dimensional subspace cofinal in span(C).
Suppose S ⊂ C is countable and cofinal. Let Z = span(S).

ecause C is a convex cone, any v ∈ span(C) can be written in
he form v = x − y with x, y ∈ C . There is some s ∈ S such that
≿V x; but then s ≿V v. Since s ∈ Z , Z is cofinal in span(C). It has
ountable dimension since S is countable.
Conversely, suppose a countable-dimensional subspace Z is

ofinal in span(C). Let b1, b2, . . . be a countable (finite or infinite)
asis for Z . Since bi ∈ span(C), it can be written as xi − yi
ith xi, yi ∈ C . Note that xi ≿V bi. Let S consist of all linear
ombinations of the xi with non-negative integer coefficients; it
s a countable subset of C . Let v ∈ C . There exists z ∈ Z such
hat z ≿V v. We can write z as a finite sum z =

∑
i λibi, for

ome λi ∈ R. If λ is a positive integer greater than all the λi, then
∋

∑
i λxi ≿V z ≿V v. Therefore S is cofinal in C . □

roof of Lemma 4.10. The first claim, at least, is well-known;
osi and Herden (2016), for example, provide two proofs of the
irst implication. But we give the short proofs for convenience.
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To show CMR H⇒ Cl, suppose U is a continuous mixture-
preserving multi-representation of ≿. For each u ∈ U , define
ũ:M2

→ R by ũ(x, y) = u(x) − u(y). This ũ is continuous, and
Γ≿ =

⋂
u∈U ũ−1([0, ∞)). Thus Γ≿ is the intersection of closed sets,

so Cl holds.
To show Cl H⇒ Con, assume that Γ≿ is closed. Let x ∈ M . The

map fx:M → M2 given by fx(y) = (y, x) is continuous. Therefore,
{y : y ≿ x} = fx−1(Γ≿) is closed. A similar argument shows that
{y : x ≿ y} is closed. Hence Con holds.

For the second claim of the lemma, suppose M is a mixture
space and the maps fx,y are continuous. To show Con H⇒ MC ,
suppose that ≿ is continuous. Suppose that xαy ≻ z for all α ∈

(0, 1]. Since {w : w ≿ z} is closed, so is fx,y−1({w : w ≿ z}). The
latter contains (0, 1], so it also contains 0. Thus y ≿ z, establishing
MC. □

The next lemma records some basic facts about the weak
topology that will be used in the proof of Proposition 4.11.

Lemma C.2. Let M1 and M2 be mixture spaces, each with the weak
topology.

(i) Suppose f :M1 → M2 is mixture-preserving. Then f is contin-
uous.

(ii) The weak topology on M1×M2 equals the product topology.26
(iii) If M1 is a mixture subspace of M2, then it is a topological

subspace.
(iv) If M2 is a vector space and M1 ⊂ M2 is a linear subspace, then

M1 is closed in M2.

Proof. (i) By definition of the weak topology on M2, a function
f : X → M2 from an arbitrary topological space X is continuous
if and only if g ◦ f is continuous for every mixture-preserving
g:M2 → R. Our f :M1 → M2 is mixture preserving, so g ◦ f is
mixture-preserving, and therefore continuous on M1.

(ii) The weak topology on M1 × M2 is the coarsest one such
that every mixture-preserving f :M1×M2 → R is continuous. The
product topology is the coarsest one such that the projections πi
of M1×M2 onto Mi are continuous. Equivalently, it is the coarsest
one such that for all mixture-preserving f1:M1 → R and f2:M2 →

R, the function f1 ◦ π1 + f2 ◦ π2:M1 × M2 → R is continuous.
Since the latter function is clearly mixture-preserving, it suffices
to show that (conversely) every mixture-preserving f is of this
form.

Fix z1 ∈ M1 and z2 ∈ M2. For xi ∈ Mi define f1(x1) =

f (x1, z2) and f2(x2) = f (z1, x2) − f (z1, z2). It is easy to check
that f1, f2 so defined are mixture preserving. Moreover, using the
mixture-preservation property of f ,

f1(x1) + f2(x2) − f (x1, x2) = f (x1, z2) + f (z1, x2)
− (f (z1, z2) + f (x1, x2))

= 2f (x1 1
2 z1, z2

1
2x2) − 2f (z1 1

2x1, z2
1
2x2)

= 0.

Therefore f1 ◦ π1 + f2 ◦ π2 = f , as desired.
(iii) The claim is that the weak topology on M1 coincides with

the subspace topology inherited from M2. The restriction to M1
of a mixture-preserving function on M2 is mixture preserving;
it follows that the subspace topology on M1 is contained in its
weak topology. To show the converse, it suffices to show that
any mixture-preserving M1 → R extends to a mixture-preserving
function M2 → R. To prove this using standard facts from linear
algebra, we can first embed M2 as a convex set in a vector space
V (see Section 4.1); thus M1 is also a convex subset of V . Any

26 Here M1×M2 is a mixture space with respect to the component-wise mixing
peration: (x , x )α(y , y ) = (x αy , x αy ).
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

14
mixture-preserving function f :M1 → R extends to an affine
(i.e. linear plus constant) function on V ; the restriction of this
affine function to M2 is a mixture-preserving extension of f .

(iv) For any x ∈ M2 \ M1, there is a linear (hence mixture-
preserving) function g:M2 → R such that g(M1) = {0} and
g(x) = 1. Then g−1((0, ∞)) is an open neighbourhood of x disjoint
from M1. Thus M2 \ M1 is open and M1 is closed in M2. □

Proof of Proposition 4.11. We first show that the mixture
preorder ≿ defined in Example 4.12 is continuous. Fix (v, w) ∈ M .
Let U = {(x, y) : (x, y) ≿ (v, w)} and L = {(x, y) : (v, w) ≿ (x, y)}.
We need to show that U and L are closed in M , which has the
weak topology. The two cases are similar, so we consider the
former.

Let Kv = K ∩ Vv . Define a function f :M → V × V by (x, y) ↦→

(x, y) − (v, w). It follows from (4.5) that U = f −1({0} × Kv).
Give V × V the weak topology. Since f is mixture-preserving,
Lemma C.2(i) tells us that f is continuous. So, to show that U is
closed, it suffices to show that {0} × Kv is closed in V × V .

In the first step of proving Proposition 4.2 we showed that Kv ,
that is, K ∩span(Av ∪{b0}), is an algebraically closed convex cone.
Thus {0}×Kv is an algebraically closed convex subset of {0}×Vv .
Since Vv , and hence {0}×Vv , is a finite-dimensional vector space,
Proposition 4.4 implies that {0}×Kv is closed in the weak topology
on {0} × Vv .

By Lemma C.2(iii), {0} × Vv , with the weak topology, is a
topological subspace of V×V . Moreover, it is a closed subspace, by
Lemma C.2(iv). In summary, {0}×Kv is closed in a closed subspace
of V × V ; therefore it is closed in V × V .

We now show that Γ≿ is not closed in M × M . Note that
z = (0, b0; 0, 0) is an element ofM×M , but not of Γ≿. It suffices to
show that z is in the closure of Γ≿ in M ×M . Therefore, it suffices
to find a net (zα) in Γ≿ converging to z in M ×M . Here M has the
weak topology and M × M has the resulting product topology.
Similarly, give V the weak topology, and V 2

× V 2 the product
topology. By Lemma C.2(ii), both these product topologies are
again the weak topologies; Lemma C.2(iii) then implies that M ×

M is a topological subspace of V 2
× V 2. So it will suffice that (zα)

converges to z in V 2
× V 2.

Recall that b0 is in the closure K of K in V , as proved as the
last step in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Let (yα) be a net in K
converging to b0. Note that, by definition, K ⊂ cone(B) = V+.
Therefore each yα can be written as yα = xα + λαb0, with
α ∈ cone(B1) and λα ≥ 0. Note xα ∈ V+ and yα ∈ Vxα , so
xα, yα) is in M . Moreover, by (4.5), (xα, yα) ≿ (xα, 0). Therefore
α := (xα, yα; xα, 0) is in Γ≿.
Now, any element of V can be written uniquely in the form

= x + λb0 with x ∈ span(B1) and λ ∈ R. Define a linear map
: V → V 2

× V 2 by f (y) = (x, y; x, 0). Note zα = f (yα). Since, by
Lemma C.2(i), f is continuous, we have limα zα = f (b0) = z. □

roof of Proposition 5.1. It is obvious that a preorder satisfy-
ng SMR satisfies MR and admits a strictly increasing mixture-
reserving function. (Note that we require multi-representations
o be nonempty.) Conversely, let u′:M → R be mixture-
reserving and strictly increasing, and U be a mixture-preserving
ulti-representation. Let U ′

= {u′
+ nu : n ∈ N, u ∈ U}. First,

ote that for any n ∈ N and u ∈ U , u′
+ nu is strictly increasing.

ow suppose that u′(x) + nu(x) ≥ u′(y) + nu(y) for all n ∈ N,
∈ U . Since, for each u, n can be arbitrarily large, we must have
(x) ≥ u(y). Since U is a multi-representation, we find x ≿ y, so
′ is a mixture-preserving multi-representation containing only
trictly increasing functions. □

roof of Lemma 5.3. Let M ⊂ V be an efficient embedding, with
ositive cone C ⊂ V . Suppose given a mixture-preserving multi-
epresentation U . For each u ∈ U , let ũ be its extension to an
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ffine function V → R, and let Au be the open half-space Au =

v ∈ V : ũ(v) < ũ(0)}. It follows from (4.4) that A = {Au : u ∈ U}

s an open cover of V \ C , in the weak topology on V .
Consider first the case where dimM is finite, and hence, by

roposition 4.1(i), dim V is finite. Then the weak topology on
coincides with the Euclidean topology, and V is a second-

ountable topological space, as is its topological subspace V \ C .
y Lindelöf’s lemma, A contains a countable subcover A′. We can

write A′
= {Au : u ∈ U ′

} for some countable subset U ′
⊂ U . Then

=

⋂
u∈U ′

{v ∈ V : ũ(v) ≥ ũ(0)}. (C.3)

t follows from (4.4) that U ′ is a mixture-preserving multi-
representation of ≿. Finally we note that |U ′

| = ℵ0 ≤ max
ℵ0, dimM).

Now suppose dimM = dim V = κ for some infinite cardinal
. Let B be a basis of V , and let P be the set of finite subsets of
; note that |P| = κ . For each P ∈ P , AP := {Au ∩ span P : u ∈ U}

is an open cover of span P \ C in the weak topology on span P . As
in the previous paragraph, it contains a countable subcover A′

P ,
hich we can write in the form A′

P = {Au∩span P : u ∈ U ′

P }, with
′

P ⊂ U countable. Let U ′
=

⋃
P∈P U ′

P . Choose any v ∈ V \ C . It
s in span P for some P , and therefore it is in Au for some u ∈ U ′.
o U ′

= {Au : u ∈ U ′
} is an open cover of V \ C . For the same

eason as before, U ′ is a mixture-preserving multi-representation
f ≿. Finally, since |P| = κ and each U ′

P is countable, |U ′
| = κ ≤

ax(ℵ0, dimM). □

roof of Proposition 5.2. For (i), assume that dimM is countable
nd let ≿ be a mixture preorder on M that has a mixture-
reserving multi-representation; we have to show that it has one
sing only strictly increasing functions. Let M ⊂ V be an efficient
mbedding, so, by Proposition 4.1(i), dim V is countable. Since

= spanM , we can pick a (finite or countably infinite) basis
= {v1, v2, . . .} ⊂ M of V . By Lemma 5.3, ≿ has a finite or

ountably infinite mixture-preserving multi-representation U =

u1, u2, . . .}. Let ũi: V → R be the unique extension of ui to an
ffine function; thus Li := ũi − ũi(0) is a linear functional on
. Rescaling the ui as necessary, we can assume |Li(vj)| ≤ 1
henever j ≤ i. We define a mixture-preserving function u on

M by

u(x) =

|U |∑
i=1

2−iLi(x).

his is clearly well-defined when |U| is finite. If |U| is infi-
ite, note that every x ∈ M can be written in the form x =

|B|
j=1 cjvj, with finitely many nonzero cj ∈ R. It follows that

Li(x)| ≤
∑

|B|
j=1 |cj||Li(vj)| ≤

∑
|B|
j=1 |cj|, for all sufficiently large i.

herefore the sum defining u(x) is absolutely convergent, making
a well-defined mixture-preserving function. It is also strictly

ncreasing. By Proposition 5.1, ≿ has a mixture-preserving multi-
epresentation using only strictly increasing functions.

For part (ii), we show that the mixture preorder defined in
xample 5.4 satisfies MR but not SMR.
That preorder was defined by a mixture-preserving multi-

epresentation, so it satisfies MR. We show that it does not admit
ny strictly-increasing function M → R. Suppose for contradic-
ion that u is such a function. In the notation of the example,
or each α < κ , define f (α) = −u(vα). Given α < β < κ , we
ave vα ≻ vβ , and hence u(vα) > u(vβ ). This shows that f is a
trictly increasing function of α, and hence there are uncountably
any intervals (f (α), f (α + 1)) ⊂ R that are nonempty, pairwise
isjoint, and open. But that is impossible: each open interval
ust contain a rational number, of which there are countably
any. □
15
roof of Proposition 5.5. Suppose a preorder ≿ on M is repre-
ented by U ⊂ M∗. Let (M∗)+ ⊂ M∗ consist of the functions in
∗ that are increasing with respect to ≿. Write K = cone (U ∪ C).
o prove the Proposition, it is sufficient to show that K = (M∗)+.
We first verify K ⊂ (M∗)+. It is obvious that K ⊂ (M∗)+.

Suppose (fα) is a net in K converging to f , and suppose x ≿ y. Then
fα(x) ≥ fα(y) for all α. Since M∗ has the topology of pointwise
convergence, limα fα(x) = f (x) and limα fα(y) = f (y); therefore
f (x) ≥ f (y). Thus f is increasing, i.e. f ∈ (M∗)+.

Conversely, to show (M∗)+ ⊂ K, we first embed M in M∗∗,
he algebraic dual of M∗, via the mapping φ:M → M∗∗ given by
(x)(f ) = f (x). It is easy to check that φ is mixture-preserving (it

is also injective, as shown in Mongin (2001), but we do not use
this). The subspace span(φ(M)) ⊂ M∗∗ separates the points of M∗,
o (M∗, span(φ(M)) is a dual pair of vector spaces. Moreover, the
opology on M∗ is the weak topology with respect to this pairing,
o it follows from the fundamental theorem of duality (Aliprantis
nd Border, 2006, Thm. 5.93) that span(φ(M)) is the continuous

dual of M∗.
Suppose for a contradiction that f ∈ (M∗)+ but f /∈ K. The

ector space M∗ is locally convex, and since K is a convex cone,
e may use the strong separating hyperplane theorem (Aliprantis
nd Border, 2006, Cor. 5.80) to obtain F ∈ span(φ(M)) such
hat F (K) ⊂ [0, ∞) and F (f ) < 0. Write F =

∑
x∈M λxφ(x) −∑

x∈M µxφ(x) for nonnegative λx, µx ∈ R, only finitely many
nonzero. Since φ is mixture preserving, we can combine terms
to obtain F = λφ(x)− µφ(y) for some nonnegative λ, µ ∈ R, and
, y ∈ M . Since F is nonnegative on K, and hence on the constant
unctions, we must have λ = µ. Thus F (f ) = λ(f (x) − f (y)) < 0.
ince f is increasing, it follows that x ̸≿ y. Thus for some g ∈ U ,
(x) < g(y), implying that F (g) < 0. This is impossible since
∈ K. □
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